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ABSTRACT

A computer program for automatically damping the polhode motion of the
Micro-Electrostatically Suspended Gyro (M'E.SG) is presented. Test results are
presented that demonstrate successful automatic polhode damping on two gyros.
The fundamental characteristics of polhode motion of the MESG rotor are summa-
rized. The techniques for monitoring polhode motion using Mass Unhalance

* Modulation (MUM) arc described. The polhode torquing equation is derived and
the spin motor control electronics thult implement the torquing equation are described.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Polhode damping is a necessary function in the operation of a Micro-
l.'lectrostatically Suspended Gyro (MESG) since it is the technique to force the spheri-
cal rotor to spin about its axis of maximum inertia. Furthermore, it must always
spin in the same direction about the axis of maximum inertia. The primary design
goals of automatic polhode( dalnkping are reliability, low cost, and minimum time. The
polhode d(aLmping logic is performed in the digital comiputer used for navigation.
Therefore, low cost is directly related to low computer requirements. It is particu-
Inrly importanit to miimimnize comp)uter memory requirements. The minimum timie
requirement is related to fast reaction aipplications of the MICRON system. The rotor
must be susp('enlded. spull tip, thermally stabillit., and plillde damilped before the
alignment .ii1d lniia-ilgtion fuictions can begin.

Poihode damping has bet-ii successfully aeromplished ns is; reported In

Section VIII. A detaniled desvription of the nutomatic dmuping progrtam is given in
Appendices C and 1). Two important features at the merhanization art.its retsilience
and thaint tino libration of individual gy-ros is requircd. The program hais demonstrated
its ahihity to ir'eoveri" fromi major errors similar to out of spvclif -ateion hardware
olwniilon and succtCssfutlly damp. Two gyros were aitotinitinally damped. The ,uto-
tntii daipling larnmeters were entirely based on one, of the gyros. The other gyro
has niever beent calibrated.

•,II



SECTION It

DEFINITION OF TIHE PRtOB1LEM

lPolhode motion occurs in any freely rotating rigid body with unequal moments of
inertia. A polhode is the path which Is traced out by the spin axis on the body when
viewed in body-fixed coordinates. The motion of the spin axis with respect to inertial
space is the herpolhode.

The component of the spin vector along the angular momentum vector of the body
is a constant Irrespective of poIhode motion if no external torques are applied to the
body. For a nearly symmetric hody, such as the MESG rotor, the herpoilhode is very
small so ktnt the spin vector is essentially inertially fixed. The polhotle motion Is not
small and the spin vector may move drastically with respect to the MESG rotor principal
axes*

For a constant energy system there are two stable axes of rotation for which there
is no Iolhode motion as shown in Figure 1. These are thle prinelpal axes with the largest
and smallest moments of inertia. Any practical system dissirmttes energy due to non-
pterfect body rigidity or cwterntl Influences. For this reason, only rotation about the
axis with the largest moment of Inertia is both stable and without polhode motion.

The eqiuations desvribing polhode motion are derived in Ref 1. The results will

bh briefly sunutarized here.

It the three principal inonients of inertia of the.rotor are A, It, C whore

A I C (1

then

IL -C) /AwC ) wA 11',

wholre (\, t',B, wC) is the spin vector in body coordinates, the spin vector length is

the anguLar rate of the rotor in raI/seh antd QA. Q14 Q ) is the applied torque vector.

The solution to Eq (2) cannot be expressed as an explicit function of tinm in closed form
since it Involves elliptic integrals. Solutions not explicitly containing little are derived
in R1W 1. For the case of no torque driving functions the solutions are clostel trajectories,
The trajectories either enclose the A axes or lte , C axes depending on the initial
conditions. Therefore, the trajectories are classed as A family trajectories or C
family trajectories, respctively.

4
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The trajectory that divides the A and C fan i'lies is called the separating polhode.
It is defined by the equation

(A-11) w 2 (BIC) 2 (3)

A spherical coordinate system will be used to uniquely define each polhode
trajectory. The - A axis will be used as the north pole. latitude is measured from
the C-B plane toward the A axis and longitude is measured in the C-B plane with the
+ C axis at zero longitude. Each polhode trajectory is uniquely defined by its latitude
at either 0 or 180-deg longitude and so this number w!ll be used to identify the polhodes.

The latitude number for the separating polhodes is

Os = tan-( I 4.

tan- A C)/(A-) 1/2 (4)

The latitude ranges for each of the four polluxie families are:

Family latitude Longitude

A( 0S, 90 dog) 0 dlog

-A (-HS, -90 (log) 0 deg

fC (0 clog, i0) 0 deg

-C (0 deg, •0) 180 dog

Polhode motion is periodic since the trajectories are closed. The period is a
function ofpolhode latitude and the A or C family. For the A family the period Is

2ff

T ~~~~~1/2wsn d 21
T sin I tall

5 C 0

where 0 is polhode latitude and w angular rate of the rotor at the 0 or 180-deg longitude
point in the trajectory. The period for the limiting case in which the pothode latitude
approaches 90 deg is

-1/2 _TA M
0

Therefore, the frequency of pelhode motion in the A family can be written in terms of
a two rotor paramnoters, TA a Os, a

.44
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F Tr I f dr1 7S
0 1

cos~~ýa 0 a S/ oT1he frequency of poihode mnot ion lin the C' family is

t2 i .- ~ n (8)
cosO tflO a____i o \tn~ssine)

The periml for the limiting case in which the polhode latitude approaches zero is

TC 1A ' (an 0)S (9

Polhode frequency as a function of polhode latitude is plotted in Figure 2 for
0S 45 (leg and TA, 2. 83 see. The slope (if the frequeiwy curve is infinite at
45-deg latitude and the frequenc is zero at that latitude.

Rotors currently in use ini the MI.ESW luIve values of(,")and P(17) in the rnge
of (111" 4 , 0.5 \ 10- 1 ) with 0 very Close to .t5 dvg and T it the range 3i-6 see. Rotor

SCed, *' in 251100 liz. The third degree of freedom in the differenthal l.i 12) ivh is

A-"C-an be approximated by

C-C

Solving tle right-hand side of 't1 0t1) for "-j--using a second order approxlntuitn g1Rives

and therefore Eq (10)12. In a praetileal sense, there are only two
degrees of freedom defining the poilhode mot ion In this application. Those degrees of
freedom can he exp)presedas T,\ and 0 defined above.

4t A
Conformal nitpping will lt used to Iransfornm polhode motions on the surface of a

Ssphere onto the Infinite plane. The spln veetori A, ww we), in rotor coordinates is
mappod into the U, V plane by

• 1,*4•

V •-1 4 •IC (12)
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Figure 2. PcW .xle Frequency vs Polhiode Laititude for 0s - 45 Dog atnd T ,ý 2. 83 See

wherelw I 2 1:W W2

0A A .A W1olm411 'B At~~41Y

FC 1•ICq s e u4 s e tad

This transformnation hls the property that great circles are mapped into circle.
in tUe U, V paiime, Groat circles through the C" xis aire mapped into strtalght lines
through the origin. Figure 3 shows the Important groat circles which will be used its t'le
gri for wilhode plots. The great ciioles In the A-11, Bl-C, and C-A planeq are Shown
as well as the two great eircles defining the separating poIhodos (0e - ,4 cleg). The
areati enclosed by the separating polhode lines represent fro, li6it to right the -A, 1C,
and +A families. The -C family i6 roproswotd by the ara outside of botli selarating
polhol•o circles In the U, V plane.

Att important property P1 conformal mappIig Is that the angle between two
initersecting lines on the sphere Is preserved when the two lines are transformed on. e
the U, V lante.

Alt
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Figure 41. Poihode Trajectories ait 10-Dog Intervals In -A, -iC,
anti ýA Families and 410-Dog Trajectory In -C Family (08 45 Deg)

where P) Is the pendulosity vector mud w to the spin vector and the Mum vector Is
normalized for maximum length of unity,

For tionzero forcing the length of the MUMI vector is changed and the phase
of the signAl Is changed.. The' computer compensates the net phase shift or the
MUM vector and the MIUM vtwetor Is normalizeod to Its maximum valtie. Therefore,the compensated MIUM vector is defined by Fq (14) If forcing gain and phase are
constant. If rotor speed changes, the forcing gain and phase will change and soMUM vector wil change. as defined by the equations In Appendix A.

The direction of the MUM vector as described by Eq (14) Is shown In Figure 6
for one trajectory in each region.

The MUIM vector mothulates the onapact.itnce as seen from the eckvity electrodes.
This Information Is demoudulatedl and sent to the computer as two vectors, ar. and PN:
which represent the coo and gin components of the demodulated MUM signol. PhysicallyaM nd PMl treproseo-t t1xe position of the MUM v-ector tit 0 and 90 (log of one rotor reov-
lutionu-hich Is relative to the phase of the demodulation reference.

The amplitude of the MUNI signal Is modulaited by the polhodeo motion as can beseen In E'q (14) since the w vector follows the polhode trajector~y. For the cage Inwhich the pentdulosity vector Is exaictly Wlon th nC txs th U antdei
minimum when wa Is in the A-C plane and is nmaximnum when w Is In the A-0i plane for

ia



Figure 6. MUM Vector Dirctions In *A and &C lF'amilies
(as 4 5dega TA a2 .83 see)

A fmitily polhodes nnd In the C-il plane for C family polhodes. Therefore, the domi-
unnt frequency in MUM magnitude is second harmonic of polhodc frequency. The
locuis of unity MIUM magnitude Is on lthe A-11 plane.

Due to unintentional imporfectionsu in the rotor P component of the pendulosity
will lie on lthe -A axis. In the past this component of mass unbalance has been the
sole means of distinguishing the *A axes by defining the moss unbalavice to be on the
-A axis. It Is very Important to always (lamp the rotor in on the same axis so *A
axes must always lie identified. The pendulosity component on the -A axis has
always fallen In lthe range of Li percent to 0. 2 percent of total pendulosity. Of course.
there is always the danger of manufacturing a perfect rotor which has no perndulosiiy
component on the -A axis and hence the sign convention fails, An alternate sign

A convention now Implemented is to intentionally rotate the pendulosity vector apiproxi-
tnately 4 deg toward the -8 axis- Mass unbalance on the D axis causes no degradation
in gyro performance while mass unbalance on the A axis causes g-sesisitive drift
rates.

t ~Small mast; unbalance on the A and 11 axes rotate the locus of unity MUM niagni-
tude away from the A-8l plane. The locus of unity MUM magnitude Is defined by the

P ~plane orthogonal to the penckllosity vector so mass unbalance on -A axis rotates the
plaue, about .13 axis and mass unbalance on -13 axis rotate& th plane about -A axis.
The dissyntmetry of the pendulosity vector relative to the polbode pattern causes the
two maxima and. two minima of MUM magnitude per period to be unequal in general.



Figure 6 shows the great circle locus of unity MUM magnitude as a heavy line for
pendulosity on -A and -B of 10 percent each and OS = 45 deg. Several polhode tra-
jectories are also shown to illustrate the major variations in MUM magnitude
patterns. The approximate points of high and low maximum and high and low mini-
mum are also shown. Notice trajectory 3 in the C family has a double maximum
near -B axis. Also the trajectories I and 5 in the neighborhood of the C and A axes
have only a single maximum and minimum. Figure 7 shows the MUM magnitude time
histories for the same five trajectories of Figure 6. Each time history plot Is
started on the great circle segment between 4C and +A axes and continues for slightly
over one period.

The most prominent features of all polhode trajectories can be summarized
with a plot of the maxima and minima MUM magnitude versus polhode latitude as
shown in Figure 8. The difference between the high and low max or 4 max is shown
in Figure 9. The peak to peak amplitude of MUM magnitude is shown in Figure 10.
The angle from the trajectory normal to the MUM vector can be visualized from
Figure 5. The angle is plotted versus latitude for the max and min points on the
trajectory in Figure 11.
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SECTION III

TORQUIN6 EIQUATION

The MESG has three torquing coils e-antered on the x, y, and z gyro axes. The
cquati,,n defining the necessary currents iti the three coils to produce the desired torque
is developed In ltdf I and repeated here.

Equation (2) defines polhado motion and the effect pr( Iuced by torquing. Trhe
t(quation is li rotor coordinates and c:o the torque vector must be fixed in the rotor and
orthogonal to spin. In general, the torque vector can make any angle with respect to
the MUM VVCtClor.

I)tdite an orthonormal vector triad (o, 1 , Y ) centered in the rotor but not rotating
with ithe rotor. t is along the rotor spin vector, u is rotated an angle 0 about N from
the MW.Al vtetor at time zero, and it is ý x a . The torque unit vector is defined

CoS w),I • •sll W1)t (Is5

bheru ) is the angular rate of the rotor with respect to the o, 0 ,Y coordinate frame.
At time zero the torque vector is along a and hence it is angle 0 from the MtM vector.

Torque is generated by a flux vector rotnting :dMut the tornue vtetor. A rotor
fixed orthonornial vector triad is defined (v, Q, tkF) where

Ii~ sil F - 1l ~)t 1. Cos wlt|6

The flux unit vector to generate ,Q is

.Fl.vX Ycos (w Ft (i - QF sill (wet ,j w 11)

where wj, is the frequetny at which the flux vector rotates about tie torque vector and 0
is the initial phase angle. They are both completely arbitrary.

ElimInnting Q F in Eq t17) gives

FLIAX 0 In Wpt Sin ( wt -4 0 (cog w1 t gin (w.t

Y 08co (w L +Oj)(•

whic~h is a valid torque equ;tion. Th11o v•noitiutor iMupplies vectors o, I3 * V to the torquing
elmtronivc4 which then generate the three romlnents of (lux using lq i1t1. The
electronics ineelmnl*auon can be slmplified if

which gives

FLUX "- 1/2 -cos 2 w•) -t (1/2 sin 2 w1)t) - wos )t pm

fqtwtion (20i is actually Mnechanixtd in lt etlectronhics.

I.G



Notice that (I, I3 vectors supplied by the computer are the normalized MUNM
demodulator outputs roNtated an anglc 0.

S0• COS 0 V sin 0

M M
~ %sin 0 13co

So x (1 21)

o MlUNI demodulator output vectors normalized to unit length. MUM
vector rotation caused by electrostatic suspension forcing at rotor frequency and
by phase shifts in MNIUM pickoff electronics is compensated by adding a fixed bias
to anlgle 0.
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SECTION IV

CONTROL LAWS

The control taw specifies the torque vector that Is normal to the untorqued
trajectory. It must specify torque to cross the separating poihode on the desired
direction and it must provide termiaal control to place the spin vector on the A axis.
Separate control laws are used fnr oach purpose. The control laws arc described
in terms of their location relative to a iwit vector along MUM, IMUM, and a quadra-
ture unit vector, IMUM Q. TIhe C and A fvmily control laws can be readily deduced
by referring to the plot of MUM direction ia Figure 5.

The +C family control law i:

Torque dlrection = - IMUM

The -C family control law is

To-rque. direction 1- IMUM

The A family control law is

Torque di-rection 1NIUM cos B +IINuM t sin 0

where e Is the polhode phase which is zero on the C to A and -C to -A great circle
segments,'-Notice that this control law works for 1oth ýA and -A fazulles. The
torque vectors poit outward in the iC and -A families and inward to die ýA family.

A special control law is required to cross the separating polhodo on the +A
family side. The transitionrogion is detinhed as:a band on either side of the
separating polhode that is wide enough so thfat the separaiting polhode cannot be
crossed in half a polhode period startfng front an odo• of the transition region and
rplying either the A or C conatol laws:-

The transltloi, control law muAstwork In boththe C and A families since the
exact crossing point is unlnown and the A or I fanity can only be identified after a
complete cyclo in that family. Furthermore, the control law should make the
transition from C to +A family and not enter the -A family. A sImple solution is
to apply tha sum of the A and C falntly control laws. The C famn.y control law pro-
duces no not change In poihode latitude in the A -tfanly and vice versa. to transition
"control law is

Co -_ili +122)
Torque Dtrection 1MUM ) 1MUMQ(

where the + sign is taken for the + transition and the - sign for the - transition.
Equation (22) is not a unit vector and must be normalized. The torque magnitude
is zero on the half polhodo portod for which the term in Eq (22) (cos 0 - (*•1) is
less than 1. Pigure 12 shows the torque direction for the + transition control law
about trajectories in the *A and tC families. The +transition control law can also
be used to cross from the -A family Into the -C family or with a 180 dog reversal of
0 in Eq (22) it can be used to cross from the +A into the -C family.
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Figuire 12. +Transition Control La:w Torque Vectors (68 45 dog.
TA=2.83 see)

The direction of tho MUM vector chruiges radically in a small neighborhood
*about the :'C imes. Figure 13 shows the MUMN vector on trajectories in a neighborhood

of the +C axis. The point at which an extension of the pendulosity vector would filter-
sect the surface of tie sphere is shown which is the point of zero MUIM magnitude.
In this neighborhood It Is very difficult to tell whether or not the trajectory encloses
the zero MIUM magnitude point. A simple control law In this region Is to only apply

* the C famnily control law over approximately half the poihode period centored onl the
*high marx MiUM magnitude point.

The terminal control law in the neighborhood of the +A axis Is the sume as the
A WI fmlcontrol law except proportional control is used by varingtetmeitra

that torque I a upplied.

The rate of change of torque mngnitude Is limited in the current mechanization,
This featur-o now appears unnoxessary as step functions In the flux field cause no III
effects.

Via, A and C family control laws are attempting to approximate the normal
control low. The torque direction for the normnal control low is normial to the
untorqued trajectory. Ilie efficiency of the normal control law will be computed

k ~for smail torques8.
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The torque vector, TQ, will be defined in units of precession rate as

(,4A/A

T /--B (23)

C

where (Q (•B' C is the physical torque vector defined in Eq (2) and 0o is the

magnitude of rotor angular rate when in the A-C plane. The change in polhode latitude
introduced by a unit torque impulse at time t is

Torque Efficiencv 80 W (24)

where 0 is polhode latitude. This function is a measure of torquing efficiency vs
polhode phase and latitude. The function is plotted in Figure 14 vs polhodo phase for
several polhode latitudes. The average torquing efficiency is computed by averaging

Uwl-•over the polhode period wlhich will be called

A similar computation can be made for the A and C control laws by recognizing
that only the normal component of torque changes polhode latitude. The tangential
component of torque averages to zero over one period. Figure 15 shows the
efficion, is of the normal, A, and C control laws. The C control law is the least
efficient because it is a radial control law. Its efficiency could be Improved with a
small second harmonic correction to the torque direction.

The net efficiency for damping from C to A axes cannot be computed without
including a tehlmique for crossing the separating polhode. An optimistic efficien.cy
estinate ean be obtained by simply computing the average efficiency for each control
law which Is

normal control law 79. 3"i

A control law 78. R"

C control law 75. 8C

Therefore to damp from C to A xU8es with a 45 degree separating polhode requires

torqulng through anI angle of 45 degree(-A6 + II? dog. If torque is only

applied near the A-C groat circle torquhng officiency approaches 100 percent.
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SECTION V

AUTOMATIC D)AMPING

A block diagram of the hardware used for automatic damping in the N57A
navigator is shown in Figure 16. The MUtM demodulator supplies the MUMi data o,
fito the computer in the form of 6 digital words. In the .,57A navigator freq-iency for
the demodulator is supplied by the computer. In the tests reported here the frequent5
was supplied by a phase locked loop within the MUM demodulator. In either case the
same frequency is supplied to the spin motor control electronics. Nine digital words
in the form of three vectors o S, pS, Y S command the torque from the computer. The
current in the motor coils, vector IC, is given by the equation at the bottom of the
figure which is the one derived in Section 111.

The general description of the automatic damping program is presented lhere.
An indepth description of the automatic damping program is presented in Appendices C
and D. 'T'he logic is laid out as much as possible to allow very large tolerances on the
automatic damphn parameters. The nominal gy-ro and system parameters will be

used to determine the automatic damping parameters. Variations from nominal of
i10 percent or greater ctua be tolerated without changing the damping parameters.
The method of determining the automatic dianping parameters is described In
Paragraph 2 of Section VIll.

The computer cycle time for the automaitic daumping program was planued for
1/16 see since that is a basic rate in the N57A navigation computer. The polhode
period of the N57A "ros near the A :.xis is 4 see. The polhode period of the gyros
used here is about 7 to 9 see depending on the temperature. The computer tn"cl0 time
was increased to 0. 1 see so that the same, progralm could be used here and on thle
N57A gyros by maintaining a relatively constant number of computer cycles put- A axis
polhode period.

Automatic damuping problem will bo divided into two subproblems, estimation
and control, The estimation problem must identify and track the polhode parameters
needed for the control laws. The control laws must specify the direction and magnil-
tude of torque to efficiently damp the rotor. Minimum polhode information required

-for control is polhode phase, family Identification, and special regions wlthin the
families. Polhode phase relative to one polhode period must be tracked continuously.
Polhode phasse is the basir Information used by the control law to rotate the torque
vector to the desired direction. Polhlode phase Implicitly identifies the +A atnd -A a.wes.
If phase lock is lost (phase error greater titan 90c dog) the control will actually undamp
the rotor. Therefore, poihode phase tracking appears to be one of the most critical
aspects of the problem. The control strategies In the A and C families are completely
different. A special control stratego is required In crossing the separating lMlhode
to be assured of always entering the +A family. Finally, a terminal strategy is
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required to complete the damping on the +A axis. The overall organization of the

computer program Is shown in Figure 17.

1. ESTIMATION

Estimation can be reduced to two subproblems, phase tracking and family
identification.

a. Phase Tracking

The poihode phase parameter as used here is loosely defined with the following
properties:

1. Phase has 360-deg monotonic increasing variation within one polhode
period.

2. Phase is equal to multiples of 90 dog at quadrature points in polhode
trajectory (intersections with A-B, B-C, or C-A planes).

3. Zero phase is at the intersection of either great circle segment -A to
+C or +A to -C.

The phase variable defined here is solely related to the polhode pattern. Phase
tracking must be based on MUM magnitude information. In most cases MUIM magni-
tude has a strong component of second harmonic cosine of the phase variable., How-
ever, due to pendulosity components along A and B axes the phase of the MUM magni-
tude signal is shifted a small amount relative to the polhode pattern.

The ultimate use of the phase variable is to direct the torque vector as described
in Section III and Eq (21). The ideal phase variable In the A family Is the angle between
the MUM vector and the writ vector normal to the unforced polhode trajectory assum-
ing the normal control law is desired.

Ilia second harmonic component of MU M magnitude leaves a 1 80-deg uncertainty
in the phase variables. This can only be resolved by recognizing the pendulosity
components on either the A or B axes. The pondulosity component on the A axis
produces high and low minima or a fundamental cosine component of MU M magnitude
In both the A and C families. The pondulosity component on the D axis produces high
and low maxima or a fundamental sine component of MUM magnitude only in the C
tfamily, The A family maxima are always unity except in a small neighborhood about

the A axis. A pendulosity component on the B axis does produce relatively subtle
changes In MUM magnitude waveform between the +A and -A families.

The 180 dog uncertainty in the phase variable is directly related to identification
of the +A axis. Since the mass center is located along -C and tipped 4 dog towards -B,
the +A axis is implicitly defined in a right hand coordinate frame. Table I relates the
MUM magnitude maxima to the B axis and the value of the phase variable.
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Table 1. Sign Convention

+C -C A
Family Family Family

Closest Approach Low Max High Max Max
to +B Axis

Phase Variable Phase Variable Phase Variable
=g90° o90 = 90

Closest Approach High Max Low Max Max
to -B Axis

Phase Variable Phase Variable Phase Variable
= 2700 = 2700 = 2700

Three approaches for maintaining phase lock will be described. The techniques

will be called simulation, Fourier analysis, and max/min tracking.

(1) Simulation Mechanization

The simulation technique involves integration of the differential equations of
polhode motion defined by Eq (2). This approach would clearly yield the most precise
tracking of the polhode motion if all parameters wore well defined. There are many
difficulties that make this approach appear to be the most impractical of the three.

The initial conditions of the differential equation must be specified which
requires initial phase and polhode latitude while the initial statement of the estimation
problem only requires phase. The approach requires all polhode parameters including
torquing parameters to be precisely known for use in the differential equation. Finally,!• a closed loop control based on MUM magnitude must be generated to keep fire differ-

ential equation solution synchronized with the real world polhodo motion both In phoso
and latitude. This approach was dismissed on the basis that simpler solutions exist.

(2) Fourier Analysis Mochanization

The polhode phase variable Is based on a constant frequency per polhode period.
Sine and cosine of polhode phase are generated and the first and second harmonic
Fourier coefficients of MUM magnitude are computed from the sinusolds. A sampled
data phase looked loop is constructed to maintain polhode phase lock by nulling second
harmonic sine Fourier coefficient. The 180-deg phase uncertainty is resolved by
requiring the first harmonic cosine Fourier coefficient to be positive.

This approach has been simulated as roported In Appendix B. Thae primary
difficulty was caused by the frequency uncertainty and the largo changes in frequency
from one polhode period to the next when torquing. Polhode frequency Ii zero on the
separating polhode due to the singularity on the B axis. Phase lock could not be
reliably maintained while crossing the separating polhode and therefore the technique
was discarded.
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(3) Max/Min Mechanization

The singularity on the B axis can best be understood by looking at the time
history of M1IUM magnitude as shown in Figure 18 for polhode latitudes 46 deg,
45. 1 deg, and 45 deg with pendulosity components of 1 percent on -A and -B axes.
The singularity problem is simply that MUM magnitude can hang up near its maxi-
mum value for an arbitrarily long period of time. A mechanization working In the
time domain can easily recognize this. The obvious characteristics of MUMt magni-
tude in the time domain are its local maxima and minima points. The maxima and
minima occur at polhode quadrature points when pendulosity is along -C.

The basic operation consists of continuously tracking maxima and minima.
When a maxima or minima occurs the phase variable Is reset to the next quadrature
point (0 or 180 deg at min events and 90 or 270 deg at max events). The phase vari-
able is not allowed to cross a quadrature point until a maxima or minima occurs.
Between max/min events the phase variable is extrapolated at constant frequency
based on time between three minima except special conditions apply after a max event.
After a max event the phase variable is frozen at the quadrature value until the MUM
magnitude drops a prescribed amount such as 5 percent of its previous peak-to-peak
value. It is then extrapolated.

1.0 t.0 •= .0 DEC

S* .. I I ... L_
, ,~I . .! .: :

"L. LJ4l 0.0 I_ .1 -

:t I

Rpguro 1S. MUM Magpitude Time IIestarles Over One Poihode
Period (08 45 deg. TA' 2. 8.1 see)
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The 18O-deg phase uncertainty is resolved by observing the values of tree
successive nmaxima. If the slope of a straight line between maxima 1 and 2 is S1 and
the slope of a straight line between maxima 2 and 3 is S2 then maxima 3 is:

1. Hi1gh max if S2 > S1 and

2. Low niax if S >S 2 .

The phiase variable is related to the high and lowv max as Indicated in Table 1.

The mechanization is inherently stable even if the phase variable extrapolation
has large errors tunless a false min and miax, are obtained which produces a I 8O-deg
phase error. Thle high/low inin or max is tracked even during. torquing. so the phase
error will be recognized mid the problem restarted if it occurs. Noise on the MUMI
signal is the most likely cause of problem. The max/min recognition algorithin mutst
employ smoothing. Also reasonableness iests cati be applied to the max/min events.
The timne of the event aiid MUM amplitude of the event can be predicted froml past
history to verify reasonableness.

ilia max/w~in pliaw tracking piechanizatiotni is used in thle ato~matic damlping
Inechali zatioll.

b. Family Identification

It is necossat-y t5, identify- whicth of several regions of tilt sphere contaill tilt
Ipolitwle trajetory. The region identified determines inode switching lit the phase
tracking and control routines. Complete infortuation Is contained in pohi'ode latitude
for longitd of0 r0 dog. liwe I'.loss deitailed Information io sufficient. First,
three fanuifios must be diatl ngui shadt. A fantll"e, *C family. 'mid -C fanwily. The
#A fanillies, are miet expilicitly distfingished. Tw*o ~additllona1 regions called tramnsition
rq~ions are. smnall banlds abol lthe separating polhode. 1The baid lin the C fainilies
Roust be it leAst as wide as tile areA swept (ait by torquing for one jwthode period.
Smnall reglons about the A mid C axes mikst be Identified tot- osaininmion since the MUM
niaguitude maty have only onse min and max por pviltode 1wriod. 11%Q MUM Wnagnititudc
signal mayý shift as katteh as 901 deg rel ative to thle polimedo poriod near the1 C axis (O

peowdulosity mnutc groeater than A penthilosity'. 'A smtual reltion Abdu 11. VU faat
imust be idantiflad for termnital -.ommtrot law.

11W Ilature of MUVM 4gutilagn itukn each of thewe regionis eta* 1w sen in the mirveg of
F~igures 2, 11, 9), atut 10. IPhase trackin extracts lthe max and wink valties frwl MUMt"

* m~agitude plis tile peak-to-peak value. the -difftreovme holtweenl high tamid low inti,
Auatt, ZUd like Slopes of the wa ad u fr s ini iktentficatioll.

In the C family time twiw is toss than Its largest possiblc value, dhe it%.%lax ha a
S loeWitli respect to latitude, tuld tile two inw% av, iiot equaLto~ iltha A fzinllý die oi;x

h Iasi its larg'est posasible value, lthe "lax is cOtistant with rexivvt to latiludis, and thme
two ax are oqual. MAWth troalsiiou zone the poihede turimd Is leig tht pcd-I~~i

vtdua is large and lthe nax is iteur its largest value. lit ithe A*b.%Iit time conli~tiatu of

lit Afatilly tire satisfied adl lthe peankto-twak value is, ouwai. lititie CNhhMI tiltConitillsfor the V fumilly ate satisfied atid the min is sninal. Also Ini the, ONhhdu tihe



Several special cases must be checked to complete identification.

Near the A and C axes only one min occurs per polhode period while elsewhere
there are always two min. The transition between one and two min must be recogn.zed
to avoid a 180 deg phase tracking error.

The ;Ign of the iC nnd : transition regions cannot be distinguished by static
observations of MUM magnitude unless each gyro's axial mass unbalance is individu-
ally calibrated. The simplest strategy is to apply the control law with an assumed
sign. If the assumption is wrong the MUM magnitude will decrease.

The 180 dog uncertainty of the phase variable must be resolved in the C family
as Indicated in Table 1.

If the 180 dog phase variable uncertainty is not resolved and polhode motion is
in the A family, the spin vector must be torqued out of the A faminly by reversing t(be
phase variable to make the min values have a negative slope.

When torquing out of the A family the torquing must be stopped after the C family
Is entered. The 180 deg phase variable uncertainty il resolved and Iten the spin
vec!or Is torqued back into the A family.

Terminal control In t&w ANbhd reqvires a number of special Idoatification
fuic•torts. The control angle or estimated colatitude must be comptitod as a function
of the peo--to-peak MUM. . The damping complote decision nmustbe made. lThe MUM
umagnitude signal is heavily filtered in the ANbhd because of the very small peak-to-

peak amplitude signal In this region. Filtering is changed to matdi the number ofSminima per polhode period. MUM magnitude average slope duo to rotor speed

thanges owl overwhelm the peak-to-peak variations. T11e peak-to-pak amplitude
must be corrected for the average slope and the mwx/mtin filter must remove the
average slope when recognizing max anl min.

As a safoty precaution special logit prevents the spin veeotr from leaving
the ANbhd after the l#O dog chose vskriablo uncertatiity is resolved. If thrcogh Somne
nalfunctloa phase Wlio is lost itad the spin vector Is being torqued away froni the

A axis the mini slope will be large negative. The phase variable iIs changed by 1,i0 dog
to bring the spin vector back towards A axis.
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SECTION VI

AUTOMATIC DAMPING SIMULATION

The automatic damping program was developed and checked out with a polhode
motion simulator also programed on hle IBM 1130 computer. The simulator was
relied on almost completely since the hardware was only available for a few weeks at
the end of the project.

Two simulation results are presented here r:epresenting two of the extreme
conditions. The simulated gyro has 45 deg separating polhode, 2. 83 sec polhode
period near the A and C axis, and one percent pendulosity components along -B and
-A axis. The maximum torquing rate is 0. 123 rad/sec.

The first simulation is shown in Figure 19 for the initial spin vector 1. 0 deg
from the +C axis. An enlarged projection of a 5 deg region about the4-C axis is pre-
sented in Figure 20 to more clearly show the initial trajectory. An enlarged projection
of a 5 deg region about the +A axis is presented in Figure 21 to more clearly show the
final trajectory. The initial C family sign is wrong and is reversed on the second
identification. Torquing is continuously applied thereafter until the transition zone is
entered. Since the MUM magnitude slope was so large somec minima were missed and
the +A axis was not yet identified, Torquing stops for one polhode period after enter-
ing the transition zone while the +A axis is identified. This feature is no longer
required and not now programed. Torqiiing resumes through the transition zone.
After 3 maxima on the A family side of the transition zone, SMAX is zero, and A fmlily
control is now used. When tl'e ANbhd is entered control is applied until the desired
control angle, NANG, is achieved. The sudden changes in trajectory direction shown
in Figure 21 make it easy to see the times at which torque is applied. Table 2 lists
the major events during simulation and their time of occurrence. The damping was
completed In 67. 8 sec with the spin vector 0. 02 mrad from the +A axis,

The second simulation is shown in Figure 22 for the initial spin vector 3 deg from
the -A axis. An enlarged projection of a 5 deg region about the -A Lixis is presented in
Figure 23 to more clearly show the initial tralectory. An enlarged projection of a
0. 5 deg region about the +A axis is presented In Figure 24 to more clearly show the
final trajectory. The initial polhode phase was wrong by 180, d•)g cau.sing the initial
torque to move the spin vector towards the -A axis. The phase is automatically cor-
rected by the "pig tail" motion shown in Figure 23 aind torquing moves the spin vector
into the +C family. After 3 maxima on the C family side of the transition zone, torxqu-
Ing is stopped for one polhode period while the +A axis ib identified, Torquing is
resumed moving the spin vect,)r into the +A family. From this point all ovents are
simdlar to the first simulation. Table 3 lists the mator cevo.ts during simulation and
their time of occurrence. The damping was completed in 71. 7 sec with the spin vector
0. 012 mrad from the +A axis

The torquing rate used here is near the maximum allowable rate sinco it intro-
duces such a steep slope in MUM magnitude near ihe C axis that the miin and intA
cannot be recognized. The maximum allowable torquing rate appears to be near
20 deg/,olhode period. As shown in Tables 2 and 3 major portion of thn time is spent
in ANbhd control. The time spent in ANbhd is not torque limited since control is not
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Figure 19. Automatic Poihodo Damping Starting I Deg Away, From +C Axis
(45 Dog separating poihode, 1 percent pondulosity on A and B,
2.83 see ANbhd polhode periods 0. 123 rad/soc max torque)

6 AXIS (DEG) 6

2.

ii~1.A AXIS i DEC)

-3.

-4'.

F'igure 20. Initial Trajectory of Automttvic Poihodc DMpinplg
Starting I Dog Away F'romi 4C .%xis
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B AXIS (DEG) 5

4.

2.

5. 4. 3. 2. 1. -~1. -2 -. 4 -.

.12.

li-3.

Figure 22. Automatic Pallbode Damping Staring 3 Deg Away From-A xi
(45 dog sepikatang polhodes 1 percent pendlosity on A and B,
2.83 zoo ANbhd polhode'period, 0. 123 nad/aee mux torque)
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B AXIS (DEG) 5.

2.

C AXIS (DEG)

-5. -4. -3. -2. -1. 0 1. 2. a. 4.

W-2.

-4.

Figure 23. Initial Trajectory of Automatic Polhoode Damping Starting
3 Deg Away From -A Axis

B AXIS (DEG) o. 5

10.4

0.2
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C AXS(DG

0.5 0.4 .3 0.2 0.1 .0.1 .0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0*5
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Figure 24. Final Trajectory of Automatic Polhod& Damping Starting
3 Dog Away From -A Axis
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applied all of the time. The proportional control gains could be increased to reduce
the time required but this would increase the danger of instability and phase loss. If
the pendulosity component on the A axis, 00, was calibrated for each rotor, a more
efficient ANbhd control law could be devised.

'i
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SECTION VII

SPIN MOTOR CONTROL ELECTRONICS

The function of the Spin Motor Control Electronics is to control the inputs to the
motor coil windings of the MESG as directed by the computer. A block diagram of
these electronics is shown in Figure 25. The Spin Motor Control Electronics can
perform the following functions:

1. Rotor Heating

2. Rotor Spin-Up

3. Polhode Motion Damping of the Rotor

4. Rotor Spin Axis Positioning

5. Rotor Braking

The electronics have the capability of performing any control law which may be
derived for polhode motion damping. These electronics have been designed so that
two MESGts may be controlled by a single power amplifier.

The Spin Motor Control Electronics consist of three different modules:

1. Spin Motor Controller

2. Spin Motor Timing

3. Spin Motor Power Amplifier

A description of the operation of each of those modules is given In the following
sections.

1. SPIN MOTOR CONTROLLER MODULE

The Spin Motor Controller Module is a plastic laminated module with overall
dimensions of 4. 3 by 6. 18 in. The functional block diagram of this module is shown
in Figure 26. The Spin Motor Controller accepts nine data words from the computer
(Ax, Ay, Az, Bx, By, Bz, Sx, Sy, Sz) and then performs the operations described in
the following equation:

where

F is a 3 x I vector representing the X, Y and Z cn ,iA, ents of the motor flux

A is a 3 x 1 vector representing the X, Y and Z components of the in-phase
component of the MUM vector.
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B is a 3 x 1 vector representing the X, Y and Z components of the quadrature
component of the MUM vector

S is a 3 x 1 vector representing the X, Y and Z direction cosines of the MESG
spin axis in case coordinates

is the MESG spin rate

The following damping function is satisfied by the above equation._The Heat and
Spin-Up functions are accomplished by controlling the values of the A, B and S vectors.
The heat function requires only the B terms to beset, with A and S being set equal to
zero. The Spin-Up function requires the A and B terms to be set with the S terms set
equal to zero and the de component of the (1-cos 2 wst) term removed.

The digital data words are transmitted from the computer to the Spin Motor
Controller sequentially in nine words. The order of the digital data words is as follows:

Word 1 Ax + 3 Control Bits
2 Bx
3 Sx
4 Ay
5 By
6 Sy
7 Az
8 Bz
0 Sz

The Control Bita in Word 1 arc as follows:

T 3  T2 '1

fllat 0 0 1

Damp 0 1 0

Gyro Select i 0 0

2. SPIN MOTOR TIMING MODULE

The Spin Motor Timing Module, Figure 27, is packaged on a fiberglass printed
circuit board with dimensiots of 6. 18 by 4. 3 in. This module phase locks to the gyro
rotor frequency and generates all the necessary timing and clock signals for the Spin
Motor Controller module.
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3. SPIN MOTOR POWER AMPLIFIER

A block diagram of the Spin Motor Power Amplifier is shown in Figure 28.
Relays and logic have been incorporated Into this design so that the power amplifier
can be used for either of thc two MESG's as determined by the state of the Gyro Select
Discrete. The application of one of the Braking Discretes (4)1, 02, or 03) results in a
dc current applied simultaneously to one MESG motor coil on each gyro. Braking is
accomplished by sequentially applying a dc current to each of the coils for 6. 5 sec.

The amplifier is presently limited to 1 ampere maximum output current and a
peak voltage swing of 24 volts. Transistors are available, however, which could be
used to replace those presently being used so that the peak output voltage would be
about 60 volts. The dimensions of the Spin Moior Power Amplifier are 5. 27 by 2. 0;
by 6.00 in.

4. IIARDWARE PROBLEMS

The MOS/LSl Serial/Parallel Multipliers and Shift Register/Address used tor
the digital multiplication function have presented problems due to limitation in olprat-
ing speed. The clock for these devices must bephase locked to the 1ntor speed, and
is therefore proportional to the rotor speed. If thv rotor Is damped at 2500 liz, a
clock frequency of approximately I Mliz is required, However, process changes when
mnaiufacturing these MOS devices has resulted in an extremely low yield in the number
of devices which will operate at this frequency. The maiority of these devices will
operate at a clock frequency less than 820 kllz, which required a proportionate reduc-
tion in speed at which the rotor Is •iailped.

Better filtering was found to he required onl thle -5 volt reference to tie MOS
devices. A capacitor was added to prnvdo this filtering.

it order to assure that tho words from thi compxutor wore loaded into the proper

multiplier, the word strobe was synched with the word load command.

. 5. PPOPOSED ELECTRONICS DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS

As a result of the studies and tests conducted on this program, a numbnuir of
,hardware design improvements hve been identified.

An improved mn)clnilatton for the Spin Motor Controller and Spin Motor Titoing
Modules is shown in Figure 29. IThi new electronics reduce the comptonat rmunt
from 159 for the existing system to 1td for the new design. This very significant
reduction is accomplished by performing the nine multiply opemtions witlh switches
which are driven by quasi-square wtave reference signals, The analog iniuts to those
switches are the nine coe(ficienta from the computer which arc required for spin
motor control. The output from the switches are th'o sunimed and filtered with two
first order low pass filters. The resulting waveform contains 9.5 pereent distortion
on the fundamental hIrmonic and 3. 8 percent distortion oxi tOw second hirmonic, which
is satisfactory for polhode damping. The quasi square wave electronics wIll be capeble
of operating at ful rotor speed of 2430 hz.

II '
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SECTION VIII

TEST RESULTS

1. MUM MAGNITUDE SIGNAL

The observed MUM magnitude signal behaves like the simulated MUM magnitude
signal except for very small signals near the A axis. tiere the A/D converter quanti-
zation and noise become very significant. Also the rotor speed variation due to torqu-
ing and electrostatic forcing cause very significant MUM magnitude variations near
the A axis as described in Appendix A.

The effects of A/D converter quantization and noise are controlled by sampling
MUM data many times and digitally filtering MUM magnitude with a first order filter,
The time constant of the filter depends on the expected frequency content and ampli-
tude of the MUM magnitude signal. For one min per period in the ANbhd the time
constant is 0. 8 sec, for two min per period In the ANbhd the time constant is 0. 4 sec,
and otherwise it is 05 see. The data window size of the max/min filter should be
approximately half the time between minima for maximum nolse rejection. The nor-
mal window size Is 1. 7 see which is adequate for two min per period. However it is
inadequate for one min per polhode period in the ANbhd. Therefore the max/mIn
filter is only entered every other computational cycle when number of minima is one
in the ANbhd to give an effective window size of 3.4 sec. Figures 30 and 31 show
MUM magnitude data filtered with a 0. 8 and 0. 05 see time constant respectively. The
rotor is very close to the A axis but is not completely damped. Both figures show the
same polhode trajectory. The triangles plotted In Figure 30 represent the computer
estimates of the mox and min points. The value of the least significant bit of the A/D
converter is also shown on Figure 30

The MUM magnitude variation with rotor speed due to electrostatic forcing can
be seen in Figure 304 The max/mhn filter must know thu average slope In order to
find the max and min with small amplitudes. The slope may change significantly when
torque is applied so only the untorqued slope should be used with the max/min filter.
Figmre 32 shows the MUM magnitude with torque pulses occuring every other polhode
cycle. Hoth the torque and forcing effects on MIUM magnitude can be seen.

The peak-to-peak amplitude is used for proportional control In the ANbhd. The
peak-to-peak amplitude must be corrected for slope. For the larger signals in thi
ANbhd a smootheql slope of the maxima is used.- This slope is not adtequatv for small
amplitude signals since it is a combination of torqui|igand forcing effects. For small
tunplitudo signals the peak-to-peak amplitude and untorqued slope are measured by
observing untorqued polhode motion for one complete cycle between each period of
torquing. This Increases the terminal control damping time by a factor of two but it
is absolutely necessary.

MUM magnitude slope also causes difficulty in undamping from the A axis, The
signal can become 'lost' due to the large slcim caused by .t,,ning and min cannot be
found. The solution is to torque for a maximumi of one 1 tIt a polthode period between
minima in ANbhd.
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Figure 32. Small Angle Recorder MUM Magnitude Plot with

2. POLHODE AMPINO PARAMLTER DETERMINATION

Automra Ic polhode damping primarily depends on 16 parnmeters that are
related to hardware pnrnmeters. The nominal value of the hardware parameters and
their maxinmm and minimum values are required, No calibration of individual gyros
or electroni,!s tre required. A range of k10 percent of parameter values can be tolor-
ated. A laz 4er range can be tolerated on at least some parameters.

Only six basic hardware parameters are required. They are:

1. maximum torquing rate
2, tmaximum MUM magnitude
3. polhode period near A axis
4. polhode period near C axis
5. net phase shift on MUM signal
6. noise level on MUMh magnitude as effects slope and a. max comlputations.

Polhode parameters from Gyro 59 have been measured. They are given in
Table 4. Pendulosity on A and B axes is also given so that the gyro can be simulated,

Net phase shift is measured by a special mechanization that adjusts the torque
direction in the C family to lie tangent to the trajectory on the average. This is done
by closed loop control that adjusts torque direction to force slope of minima to zero.
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TABLE 4.

Polhode Parameters - Gyro 59, V Series Rotor

Parameter Value

Maximum torquing rate 1.25 deg/sec

Maximum MUM magnitude 0.48

Polhode period near A axis 85 computational cycles

Polhode period near C axis 79 computational cycles

Net phase shift of MUM signal 36. 6 deg

Noise on slope and Amax See: EPDS, EPDAIA,
computations EPSCN, EPSAN of Table 5

Pendulosity on A axis 4 percent

Pendulosity on B axis 14 percent

The net phase shift of the MUM signal is the angle of the final torque direction less
90 deg.

Maximum torquing rate Is determined by applying C family control law to the
gyro In the C family and recording max, min and the slopes of max and min. A
simulation is performed to duplicate the results. The torquing rate used In the dupli-
cating simulation is the same as the torquing rate in the hardware,

The noise level on slope and &max computations are bounds based on observing
actual automatic damping results and computations without torquing.

The 10 automatic damping parameters are listed In Table 5. AMAP defines
the ANbhd size and is arrived at through simulation using the appropriate torquing
rate. PPF is determined by the noise level and A/D quantization level in the MUM
magnitude. TMAX is directly measured on the gyro by applying C control law through
the separating polhode, By looking at the data one can determine which polhode period
the transition control law should have been invoked to correctly cross the separating
polhode. GPAN2, which is the terminal control gain, is defined by

GPAN2 gain /F2 (minimum torque angle)

where minimum torque angle 1/8 (.0022 rad/sc) (.1 see),

For pin = 1/.85, GPAN2 is 3056.

The average torque effeciency near A 9, 4os is 85 percent. GPAN2 calculated for auto-
matic damping tests was too small by /2 through a computational error. The gain
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TABLE 5.

Automatic Damping Parameters Gyro 59 - V Series Rotor

Parameter Description Value

AMAX 60 - 70 percent of max MUM 0.34

AMA 1 Amplitude of peak to peak normalized MI'M in ANbhd 0.015

PPF Amplitude of peak to peak normalized MUM to
terminate damping 0.0001

PHASE MUM signal phase angle 36. 6 deg

EPDS Threshold for determining that max / 0 or that max
slope 10 .02

EPl)MA Threshold for determining that max slope .0 .008

EPSCN Threshold for determining that min slope in C family
is negative .004

1PCN Threshold for determining that min slope in A family
is of wrong sign .002

'I'A1 0.75 times polhode period near A axis (computational
cycles) 64•

TA2 1. 25 times polhode period near A axis
(computational cycles) I Wl.

TC1 0.75 times polhode period near C axis
(computational cycles) 59.

TC2 1. 25 times polhode period near C axis
(computational cycles) 99

TMAX Minimum polhode period in transition zone
(computational cycles) 94;.

PTMAX Maximum time without a min event (computational
cycles) 200.

t GPAN2 Terminal control gain with 2 min per polhode period 305

MANG Maximum control angle (NANG) for terminal control
on alternate polhode periods. 80.

was then adjusted emperically as reported in paragraph 3, Section XII1. Only run
f No. 10 has the calculated value for GPAN2.

NANG is determined by the effect torquing has on M0M magnitude through rotor
speed changes. The value is emperically determined.
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3. AUTOMATIC DAMPING RESULTS

The final program modification was made on May 10, 1973 and test data was
taken on May 11 and 14, 1973. Two gyros were used in the tests, gyros 59 and 68.
Both gyros have V series rotors which implies that the rotors were taken from the
same extrusion stock and therefore should have similar polhode characteristics. It
seems reasonable that the variation in polhode characteristics of these two gyros
should correspond to the variation in polhode characteristics between any two gyros
taken off the same production line. Calibration data was taken from gyro 59 before
the polhode damping tests began and the hardware parameters were estimated as
discussed in the previous section. Calibration data has never been taken on gyro 68.
The polhode damping parameters arrived at for gyro 59 were used on both gyros 59
and 68.

Two automatic damping parameters were changed during the tests and are not
the same on all runs. The damping complete threshold, PPF, was set at. 0002 for
the first two runs which was too high and left toe much residual polhode motion. It
was changed to . 0001 for the last 8 runs. An error of V was originally made In
computing terminal control gain GPAN2. The gain was obviously too small and so it
was empirically adjusted upwards. Before the tenth run the error In computation was
discovered and the correct value was used. The history of GPAN2 adjustments is:

RUN GPAN2

1, 2 2800
3 3500

4, 5, 6 4200
7, 8, 9 3800

10 3056

Even though the gain was grossly misadjusted on some runs the damping was always
successfully completed.

Table 6 summarizes the test results. Approximate MUM magnitude plots are
shown in Figures 33 through 42 as referenced in Table 6. The plots were recorded by
the small angle analog recorder normally used for manual polhode damping and Is not
the same data processed by the computer. The MUM vector dotted onto a gyro fixed
axis is plotted by the small angle recorder so Earth rate Is also seen on the plots.
Two pens are used to aimultaneously record MUM magnitude. The difference in gain
between the two pens is approximately 200. Recording speed was 2 divisions/min.

Difficulties were encountered on three of the runs. In each case the difficulty
was overcome and damping was successfully completed. Run 3 encountered difficulty
getting out of the 4CNbhd and damped into the C axis before turning around. It was
caused by a program logic error in deciding If the trajectory encloses the pendulosity
vector. The initial trajectory of run 3 did not enclose the pendulosity vector however
a decision was made that it did. The program found it made an error, automatically
restarted, and came out correctly. The logic error is now corrected in the listing
given in Appendix D.

Run 6 had a very large terminal control gain as explained earlier. As a result
the polhodo motion was over controlled and phase loss resulted. The rotor began to
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undamp. This was recognized and phase lock was re-established. The terminal
control gain was reduced by one half and it slowly damped in. Because of the phase
loss and reduction of terminal control gain the damping time is very long.

Run 7 encountered a very noisy segment of data during terminal control as can
be seen in Figure 39. The suspension electronics has a sampling rate of 10 KIlz.
When the rotor frequency passes through 2000 hz aliasing causes noise that would
otherwise be filtered to appear on the MUM magnitude data. Damping was completed
with no difficulty.

It can be seen that a majority of the total damping time is spent in terminal
control getting the last few deg. Without the problems of noise and rotor speed -
MUM magnitude coupling terminal control can operate at least twice as fast. Termi-
nal control time is also directly related to polhode period near the A axis. Notice as
the polhode period increases on successive runs due to increased rotor temperature
the terminal control time generally increases. Runs 1 and 9 represent almost a 2:1
increase in polhode period and terminal control time.

Plots of MUM magnitude vs time after damping was completed were taken by the
computer for runs 2, 3, 8, 9, 10 and shown in Figures 30, 43, 44., 45, and .16. Rtuns
1 and 2 had a larger termination threshold and so there is some obvious residual
polhode motion In Figure 30. The other 4 plots show almost no polhode residual.
However the small angle recording of runs 8 and 9, Figures 40 and .41, show obviolus
polhodo motion residual. This must either be due to greater resolution in the small
angle recorder than In the computer Interface or polhode modulation of angle readout.
Since the small angle recorder Indicates only one component of MUM It also responds
to apparent attitude change of the spin vector with respVtt to gyro case. There was
Insufficient time to resolve this question.

The colatitude of the residual polhode trajectory can be estimated from the
MUM magnitude plots If the pendulosity on the A axis is known. The relationship
developed for terminal control in Appendix C is:

A0 = PP /2 0,N e0
where a 0 Is polhode colatitude, 00 Is A pendulosity, and PPN is normalized peak-to-
peak MUM magnitude. O0 was measured for gyro 59 and is )0 .04. Ilased on data
from automatic damping gyro 68 has approximately the same vnlue for C as 59 has.
The following residual polhode colatitudes are estimated from Figures 30, 43, 44, 45,
and 46.

Run Colatitude PP3

2 3.3 mrad 0. 26xO 3

3 1,6 mrad 0. 13x40

S8 1.4 mrad 0. llXd 3

9 2.3 mrad 0. tSxl0"

10 0.4 mrad 0. 03xIO"
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The efficiency of the torquing can be estimated and compared with the theoreti-
cal values computed in Section IV. Run 2 has a known starting point of the A axis.
It was undamped through the A family and into the C family possibly by 15 deg. It is
then damped out of C and up to the terminal control region that starts at about 10 deg
from A axis. With these assumptions the net polhode latitude change up to terminal
control is 110 deg. The time spent torquing was 143.5 sec. At a torquing rate of
1. 25 deg/sec the efficiency is 61 percent. This compares to the theoretical value of
79 percent.

Before and after each run the gap between rotor and envelope was measured.
The change in gap is an indication of rotor and envelope heating. The thermal
coefficients of expansion of the rotor and envelope are 0. 39°F//min and 0. 76 0 F/min
respectively. Additional temperature measurements were made on run 10. Both
gap and motor coil temperature measurements were made before damping and period-
lcaNll for an hour after damping. The motor coil immediately after damping was
4. 04 F hotter than before damping. However since no significant power was applied
to the coils during the last 2. 5 min the peak coil temperature is possible 20°F hotter
than before damping. After damping the envelope cools down with a 20 min time
constant, while the rotor has an 8 hr time constant. An hour after damping the gap
reduced another 0.911 in which is due to electrode cooling. The temperature changes
of the rotor and cavity can be deduced:

Rotor heating = 3.3 4.in = 1.30F

Electrode heating = 0.9 iln = 0.70F

for run 10. Heating on other runs should approximately scale as the ratio of the gap
changes listed In Table 6.
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SECTION IX

CONCLUSIONS

Polhode motion has been successfully damnped ten times using two different
gyros. Spln vector orientations were vertical and north which is the normal damnping
orientations for the N57A navigation system. There were no failures to damp. "Te
program's ability to automatically recover from errors in damping and go on to com-
plete the dtmhping was demonstrated. Automatic damping parameters were taken
from only one of the two gyros. The other gyro has never been calibrated.

The most Important design goal in developing the automatic damping program
is that it must successfully damp the rotor every time. Program efficiency and speed
were also considered but were of secondary importmace. Future effort to reduce the
logic and make the program more efficient would be very fruitful. The major portions
of the inathenmaticul computations are now programod in assembly language using
fixed point arithmetic.

'the longest damping time, excluding run 6 which is a special case, Is 9.3 min.
This Is damping fromn the A axis, out to C. anld back to A which is the worst case.
Bletween 2. 5 and 5 min was spent ili terminal control. Damping time Is directly
rolated to polhodt period. A reduced polhode period and a corresponding Increase In
torque will reduce damping time proportionatuly. Normullzing on the polhlod period
near the A atxis gives maximum dampilg tittle of 56 polhodo periods aid terminal
control time of 26 polhodu periods. Additional torquing capaihllity alottne would redliee
the titme. lowover, since automatic danmping informatloni is only obtained oe or two
times per polhodo period, reAducing the mnimher of polimlho periods to damp vould
reduce tile dumnplug offcicio•.y Tile terminal control (tite Is rot limlitd by tolquing

. -= Capability,

A aras reeattisn goal of the MICItON system is to danip two gyros In one minute.
Several chatiges in lhe current design will le reltlttrad to ) moot this goalt.

1. Apiroxiimately 50 percent more torquing capjAilitv per polhode nPerlod is
roiltlred to rieduce thft nmximum time to dmont Into the termilal control
region from .10 ilhode periods to 20 oilhoil periods or less. This requires

p2 percent more current in the motor coils.

2.. naSt damping can be accomplished by designing rotors with gctth slhorter
polhode periods. Polhode period nonat lite A .xls otf one sme olr less nlptwzrt
ideal. The position of lhe separliting 11141141de is Ilko :1 factor elffcting tlip.
I1dhode motion starting from the A oxis rvlquire.s [hle longlst damping timte
ilt a 15 dg separ'.ating poIlhode, Thki MiMta'ting iol0,1;11 ltit•ude could 130

tie reaged~ so that the damping tits tini ihther V (t A iii (411:1. l•orlitw-
tuitely this alsit inereApses the polhode peritul near te A atxig, "'%f relhti-.'
I. the poihode perlod near the C axis, TC, t-s shown In Elq (9). TA I#S fillr
grteatr impact on dampinlg tinty than (lhi ssparoiilng mishodl.e latitude haq.
Tlhereforo separfting polhode lifitudte should not lie Inereaset1 tltss TA is
wllade as suall ais practleal (less tnit, I s),
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When the polhc-ie period is incrtiased,the computer solution rate must also
be Increased prcportionally to 1/64 sec per computational cycle~and torqui~ng
capability must 1Ie incr'e~ed to miaintain a constant torque angle per polbode
period.

3 Calibration of the terminal control gifoeahyrwlllowhigher gaio'i
for terminal control and conse.~uently faster damping, The tLavigation pro-
gram already has a large number of angle readout and drift rate cornpensa-
tion parameters so adding two more ý-r gro will not be a severe penalty.

4. The damping should be performied at'full rotor speed which makes the
electrostatic forcing at Arotor frequency negligible, This elimir-ates the
coupling of rotor speed changes to MIUM magnitude changes and terminal

contol an e aplie onev-y polbode period instead of alternate polbde
periods as wa-s donei in the tests reported hare. The saime result can be
achieved by oper-ating at a low rotor frequency suelh as 40)0 liz, Hiowever.
the polbode poriod is much loitger at 400 Ift rotor frequency. .The new
quasi square. wave pin motor control electronics wvill be capable of operating
at full rotor speed while the currei-t electronics were. not.

Riotor speed v~imgs by as nmuch as 114 liz occurred during damping. This
may be due to ~oioor coil nxis misalignment and gain Variations~but It has

not been Investigated, U~nec'ritY and &~ offsets In the electronics were
mneasured tnod do not appe, it -~~ i-nottah to cause these effects. Uncomi-
p~ensaited angle rtnidoutt errors as lari'gt as one dvg occur and i may contribute
to rotor speod errors%.

Rotor ipeed must fie cmit'intoih' to sin viW the tiolh for minimlum elevtro-siatle
suspi-iot forcing. The split motor eontrol1 eleetronics can be periodically

su~itchv AJ to ,t rotor spin mode mnd 1the rotor sipeed adjusteO..

5. If N~o avrots tAn' t Iii brdumpe-d u Itl tht' swme apin mAiiot- control velectronirs
faster reaction itdne can txe achieved I*% tfine A.Iaring the vlectronies lo the
tormintil contrul vufde, 1Vach gA-ro v~iutli 4ave to he- sequenllally birtught
into the tornilloal. eowr~tA Pegiow. 110%ever Since ihe toru, e cycle Is
very o It"in Iterminal*,-ontrol the eleero i-3 could hv ie UW mhrot %%ith little

losof Officiency.
Thv fastest domping timeo (nnaw be lovit-1~ 5A14 u~'W-JS iiýate 'spi o
control electronics f"I each gy-ro ahimdatilp'aig -th 4tra aut~tteUsly.

With the above mnodifications the ono nilisjowriw~ uy rtmuirement can

lkimp (;vru No. I tip to tornitinul ntrt4tz 20 see
0bnup Oyro No. 2 up to terrinail c-)nruoA 20 siev

Siiltreosyapply termina-1 v:tM.i io No. I and 21 10 wee

uthit it leaves. n 10 un, !mlety favewr. Mtolo icrrent muti-t be increaed by it f~actor of
3. .1 unhi'It Is ap1proxitAmmoly lion "Ift cOne li i.- platioed for use in fast uarmup. Ile

(~(~l~ vqulewe is roo i-id~w;,d it dual gpin snotor control eletvroitie& uerv usod
&uml both Kyros damped siinuimnneousiY.



The residual polhode motion after automatic damping varied between 2.3 and
0. 4 mrad with a termination threshol of 0o0001. The residual polhode motion Is about
the same or a little worse thatt that achieved by manu•0 damping. The residual polhode
motion appears adequalc to meet the navigatioi• roxiuiremtents. The termination
tireshoid is dependent on the noise level In the MUM data.

Rotor heating during polhode damping must be anticipated during fast warmup
so that the rotor Is not over heated. Fast rotor hoating ic;.zpplied before spinup and
polhode dcamping. Rotor temperature Is 1eft suffi-klnt, tow so that the rotor Ir. Atitl
under temperature after jxfhode damping. Rotor heating to achimicy thermal
,tabilization Is performed after poihodo damping.

II
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APPENDIX A

MUM SIGNAL WITH ELECTROSTATIC SUSPENSION FORCING
AT ROTOR FREQUENCY

The geometry of the rotor Js shown in Figure A-1. Electrostatic forcing acts
on the center of geometry. The vector force, FS, applied by the suspension is

FS =-G 4Z M (Al)

where G is scalar gain at rotor frequency, Al is MUM vector, and 1 is (3 x 3) mnatrix

= I cosb + sin l (A2)

€ is scalar phase shift of electrostatic suspension at rotor frequency, - is rotor
frequency and 7 is (3 x 3) skew symnetric "cross product" matrix

= z - WX (h3)

S... •..- W Wy X O

The centrifugal force, FA, is

F'A =-M A .l (A4)

where Al is rotor mass and It is the vector radius of the mass center orbit. Summing
the forces

FS+ FA=-AI 2 (1)+M).GAM= 0 (A5)

Solving for MUM, Al,

-1 2

I - p (A6)

'lis cal be put In a more convenient form b\. defining aquadraturo pendulosity
vector, )Q,

") P, (A7)
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OF MASS

Figure A-I.. Rotor Geometry

and quadrature MU NI vector, NM,,

NI -M (A8)

Equation (Ali) can be writt•n

( 1--, Cos) MI- sin1)Q w P). (A9)2Ml MwL2 2

Multiplying Eq (A9J) by 4 /I ,,. gives

N I w
(Mlw in'-} M (. -a 004 "I -P(At)

Solving for M and MQ

-2 (-

N 1 1, L) 1 ( u R ill ) J) (All)

MrJ -1 12 q) NItwi
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A= + G 2G Cos (A13)

Equations All-A13 show the electrostatic forcing at rotor frequency introduces
amplification and phase shift of the MUM single relative to its zero forcing value.
However the c:nplification and phase shift is not dependent on position of the spin
vector on the rotor. The MUM magnitude is now frequency dependent since forcing
gain and phase are frequency dependent. The relative forcing gain as a function of
rotor frequency is shown in Figure A-2 for the N57A.
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APPENDIX B

FOURIER ANALYSIS PHASE TRACKING

The polhode phase variable is based on a constant frequency per polhode period.
Sine and cosine of polhode phase are generated and the first and second harmonic
Fourier coefficients of MUM magnitude are computed from the sinusoids. A sampled
data phase locked loop is constructed to maintain polhode phase lock by nulling second
harmonic sine Fourier coefficient. The 180-deg phase uncertainty is resolved by
requiring the first harmonic cosine Fourier coefficient to be positive.

The MUM magnitude sine and cosine first and second harmonic and average
value are plotted vs polhode latitude in Figures B-I through 13-3, for 0s = 45 deg and
1 percent pendulosity vector along -A. Sine first and second harmonic are zero.

The same variables are also plotted for 1 percent pendulosity on -A and 10 per-
cent pendulosity on -B in Figures B-4 through B-8. All of the curves have either a
dip or peak at 45 deg latitude since the frequency goes to zero at this latitude. The
point at 45 (leg is not plotted since it is a singularity and the nearest point plotted is
0, 5 deg from the singularity.

Fourier analysis sensitivities to frequency errors and errors due to not taking
an integer number of samples per polhode period were computed. Considering the
dynamic range of the Fourier coefficients it was decided to compute the Fourier
coefficients with a least squares filter to avoid some of the numerical problems.
The five state least squares filter used second harmonic sine and cosine, first
harmonic cosine, average value, and ramp. The ramp state was added to describe
MUM magnitude variation while torquing. The filter is initialized once per polhode
period at 27o-deg phase which is near the -13 axis.

A sampled data phase locked loop was used to track polhode frequency and
maintain phase lock. The frequency and phase outputs of the phase locked loop are
used to correct the sine, cosine signals used as the reference to compute the
Fourier cuefficients for the next samlple. The error signal, 4, to the phase locked
loop is

.21. tan-' S2
tal ) (131)

*22

where S2 and C2 are the Fourier coefficients of second harmonic sine and cosine,
respectively. A block diagram of the phase locked loop is shown in Figure 13-9, The
sampling period Is T which Is also the polhode period. The effective sampling time
is the midpoint of the data collection Interval since the best fit criterion of least
squares measures the average phase error in the presence of changing frequency.
The lag of half a sampling period Is introduced since the data are not available until
the end of the data taking interval. Using modified Z transforms (Ref 2) system
response is computed.

K2 ('-i) b'(Z) (B2)
Z - - K'1l .Z(.,.kl -KT) , l-1

1 2 (1 77
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[:(K1 K2 r/2)

Figure B-9. Phase Locked lomp Block D)iaj'rng

For a time conetant r 'r nanl a thimping ratio of 0. 7, the Ilpuse loked loop gains

are

K1 0.8(11

K, 0. 735//T. (113)

Poluhode frequent:-y vatiris with polhode latitude as shown in Figure 2 antd siner
tortqulng chtages polhouie latitude, it is of interest to determine how to'"cte frtequency
vnrics with torquing to determine whether or not phnse lock cnn be maintained. A
control law must. hle t1t8ut'id to establish these relntionshipt.. '1h'refore, it In
nssulntd the torque Its always applied normal to the trajectory which is the unit vector.

UN " Iwx 1 (I

The torque vector, Tq(, will be dfinedl In units of prucession rite .as
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where (QA, QB, QC) is the physical torque vector defined in Eq (2) and wo is the
magnitude of rotor angular rate when in the A-C plane. The change in polhode latitude
introduced by a unit torque impluse at time t is

Torque Efficiency . (B6)

where 0 is polhode latitude. This function is a measure of torquing efficiency vs
polhode phase and latitude. The function is plotted in Figure 16 vs polhode phase for
several polhode latitudes. The average torquing efficiency is computed by averaging

36
-w0 u, over the polhode period which will be called -w. For an infinitesimal torque,

dTQ, acting over the entire period, T

dr ~ ' dT (117)d r -• -' TI Q.

To obtnin a quick answer for these preliminary relationships, it will be assumed that

TfdTQU TQ dt (88)

The result of the above approximation Is that relationships will be computed for
an ensemble of trajectories with starting phase uniformly distributed io, 2 )

instead of the desi red single trajectory with starIng phase of zero degree.
Equation (D7) can be integrated as

'2 I 1. Q (11)

so given a starting latitude 0 the final latitude, 02, after one polhode period.ean

he computed from the abmve equation. The average frequency over the polhode
"period can be computed

f (I 01(1d (111Od
,W 02to ) ,-

as vel i ts the ave-rage frequency over the previous polhode period

01
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of the privious polhode period, the resulting phase error will be

Phase E•rror ' ((ftN1 :-W - fOLO/fNE%,w) ( dog)
The,, phase erron i plaittnl in Figure 11--1, m A n•eons of frer-ienry prediction

is ivarliv re•ltrvl. The frequency predictioni oppro:lch used Is to curve fit Fig..
,re 11-I2. Tmvo functions are rcMquirl sinev the icrve is double valu•d. The curve
fit was performed by weighted least squares to yield for the -A and C families
(lxaotn segmetvnt of curve)

x.(0 to (0. M

(C )l..l-O. 1163)((O. 16 74-f 0 ll) u. ? .9,11 x 10"-3

siil for the tA family (top segnelet of eurve)

,0. 1.37 x to 2 (f -0.1201) ( )
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The computed phase sensitivities are plotted in Figures B-14 through B-16 for
parameters dOs, (d TA/TA), and (d ITQI/ TQ'), respectively vs polhode latitude at
the beginning of the polhode period. The sensitivities only predict phase error changes
for infinitesimal parameter changes. Because of the large singularity at the separat-
ing polhode, the results cannot bc extended to large parameter changes in this region.

The Fourier mechanization with prediction was simulated in spite of the sen-
sitivity results. The simulation used the A fpmily, XC family, and transition control
laws. The only difficulty encountered was in crossing the separating polhode. It was
not possible to maintain phase lock if the separating polhode was crossed near the
1B axis which is where the singularity exists, This is due in part to the assumption
made in computing the predicted frequency as stated by Eq (MS). There is also a
feedback coupling from control to estirnation since the frequency chang' over a polhode
lperiod is related to torquing efficiency... Torquing efficiency in turn is degraded if the
estimation mechanization has phase errors. Under certain conditions this can be a
positive feedback loop'

The proI)lems listed in the above paragra ' ph are not insurmountable. However,
it is becoming clear that the comlputer mechanizatioi will be complex and this is
there~forte nn undcsirzible solution.' The icdiffie'alt it. completel'y related to (lie ?inguý-
laritN 'on thc 11 axis and a 'mcehanization that. avoids lite slnguilnrity .is preferable to
one that ativitlpts to . co l stv. for- it.

4 ..

" I " _" _,

kgr 1114 F! eqi n i m1

Axis Polhod Pord (D~ella T,%~). to$; 45~ deg TA'" v$.M4
TONO, 0,U- Md'see)
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APPENDIX C

AUTOMATIC POLHODE DAMPING MECHANIZATION

The mechanization described here has been programmed in Fortran and
assembly language on the IBM 1130 computer and operated successfully. A listing
of Fortran subroutine CNTLII, is presented in Appendix D. The operation of the
subroutine directly corresponds to the discussion presented here. The subroutine
is an example of one possible implementation of the mechanization equations. All
of the details of implementing automatic damping logic are presented in the subroutine
listing. The text will concentrate more on the functional description of the logic.

The principtl variables used in automatic polhode damping are listed in
Talle C, aind the constants used are listed in Table CIL

The m.utinnatic damping routine attempts to locate the spin vector on the rotor
so that an appIJoproprte control law can he applied. It is only necessary to locate
the spitn recr in one of five possible regions of the rotor and determine the phase
of the polhode motion. The five regions, which do not have sharp boundaries, are

.1. C NbW - a small region about the 4' a.q.s that does nob enclose theli " :•. pendulosity Vector

2. C Family - the ,ontral part of the total ,C families

3. Transition Zone - a Wand about the selparating polhodo containing
both t1e1 C alld A AM)IrS

4t. A Family' - tile central Irtrt of lthe total A families

3. ANbhd - a sinall region about the i A .•xes

1. HEAD MUM DATA

The MUM (lata I's read froml lthe A/1) converter aexacly as is ulot in tile
tvigatlitlln Comtpttations. '1'%%o th eleent O vectors1 ,t, %ul atre obtainetd for
each gyro, 1 1, 2. Apply de offset correction atid w•ouom l Vai for the gyro beingS.. .. •daaipeI.

* of I- Ii1

x - i 1) vetor

1 'lor2

U , proviously sto;md dc offest comarnsation vctora.

1U,



Table C-1. Principal Variables UsedI In Automatic Poihode D)amping

Variable D~efinition

AMM Currenit Value of MUM magaltid(k

AAMPK Lautest uia'ý or min value of ANIM found In max/min search

PEAKX Lautest maux value of AMMA

PEAKN Lantest min value of ANUM

PP lDifferemmco b4Žtwevit late.4 max and minlJ vauIe of AMAM

TPILatest o4iserved polhode period (0. 1. see steps)

PTN() 1,1111 of oucurrecno of latest min value of ANIM (0. 1 soc .4lops)

PTO ThIlte of tee irrenee of minii6 3W)tk back lit poihodo. phase
fi-ont latwst 1111 (0. 1 sou slops)

AMN() Value of min 360 dtieg bck lin poihode phase froom latvst amini

AhtX() Valov of max~ 3(u) tit back lit poihode plwso fromm latest nuax

ANIXI V11lue of maxs IHI deg buck Iimpllode phu.se from l1test Illux

SMAX Slow. ofi w1ax values

Sluiw Sloipe of 111111 values

1)1MAX Wi)'fencmue betweenl highn and low 111ax

NMbIN Numubern ol mninhimm per polhodke perlod

FE 111mote variable extrapolatien frugtwnoy (rad/N4cp)

C(1'. ST CM4, slit of pinasi' Varamble

ANIMAX Value (if mIinma thireshoisf

CMAX Value of Ilmreslud for C Nbh.I eontrol lakw

1iNAN(G hMsinuom toaoluliq uttgle for ANbhde cuotrol lutt

'rll 1()11IK2  1(-.sfltrol law eonmn11alalds

SONSign of C faihlly (ill

Notathl~lz- PP gi Pl'AtI-AIKX
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Table C-1 (Cont)

Variable Description

IFAM Region of polhode motion

1. C Nbhd

2. C nmily

3. Transition zone

4. A Familv

5. A Nbhd

6. ULndefined Region

IFRZ Phase variable extrapolation control

1. 1 'xtrapolate

2. Do not extirapolate

"3. Do not extalpolate. cheek max threshold

WHlIAS Flag - I Indicates -A axis has bevit Idelntifed

ll)tIAX Flag - I ihdleutes value of I)MAX is valid

ISMAX Flug - I IAlteatces value of SMAX Is valid

t IS.M.IN Fla, - I Ilndiates value of WMIN Is valid

+:-I
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TIable (C-2. Constants tsud hI A\utomatic Polhode 4taminj~g

Constwit Deisetriptioln

VN'MAX TlP tbreslohl for trni'ftstioni zone

TAI r i threshold for NM1 IN changv f rom I to 2 in ANb)hd

TA2 TP thi'ushokl for NM IN chtimp from 2 it) I in ANhhd

Tc I 'I'l divhu-shold for NM IN ch~ug-e fromt I to 2 in CNh)hd

'I'll threshold fi)I NM IN cluinge from 2A to I in MAWh

AM ~ ~ AP .1 throshold for ANhhd atnd (2Nhh

.\MAN 11C*AKX threshold~ flUr A, ( faintly logic

C I I DS,'I hresholcI for (cUSing I I U AN for z.orct

VI I)\I(: lil1'sho)tt for tusling SM\AX\ for nonzoro

I1,PtMA Tht&'usIold for ttisting 81 1AX for zoro

4. CN 1ihrieihold for lusting SMIN for large pas-tive value
I~P~AN ihwshotd for WeSWn SM IN for hirge*11%ative %U11o

IPO Mw-I0111111 piIOruof uxt~rttulatioll frocticjueu Ft.,1I

(;PAN2 ANlItud pruportbialaIuil tnf ginu

I'll lhwohold forl timipizg I(trauuintbial
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Compute MUMI magnitude, A.M, and normalize aoi , Poi! ¥oi

Al (<o,.7 + 0 fiiPo/2

°N ____________•__oi__

Pot / 1Pot Poi (3 x 1) vectors

"•N ot / ryo Yoi 1
1 1 or 2

AM Is filtered by

AMM - AM,1 + 12"P)(AM - AMM)

whliere p is a prograi, variable witi value p=1 everywhere except the ANbhd where it
has volues p-4 or 5. M.UMl data is read four times per computer cycle (0. 1 sue).
AIM NM is tho sole picee of information uised for automatic damping estimiton. oN,

N' YN are used in spin motor control electronics outputs.

2. PHASE TRACKIMU

lTie purpose of phase tracking is to maintain phase lock Aith t(ie polihodo motion,
The sin and cos of the phase variable is computed. Phase lock is maintained by
requiring the phase variable to be at quadrature •alues at max or min points in MUM
magnitude. Thie M•M magnitude data is continuous4ly eamined for local rnxima

mid minima. Phase variable it; uxtrapolated botweven max and mitt points based on
previous obLervations of polhode period. Logical oporations are performed to declde
w•ahether to extrapolate the phase %arlable, freeze .It, or roinllaillzo it.

a ,axitmum/MInimuit Search

Ihe max/mill search, is based ont a moving window least 9qUa1-0 filter using
17 data points. IlThe data are fit to a quadratic function In time-

(0) A -211n 4i + C I

2 2
Sc(n - WC) + (A- 1% /Q

whore the midhoint of the window is taken as ime zero. A iltax or Miiin evotl occur

"only if the point of zero sope, a0, of f(4) fAlls in the range

o<.o C< 8
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The point of zero slope is allowed to move to the leading edge of the window so that
the broad max as shown in Figures 7 and 18 can always be recognized. Thie best
estimate of the max or min parameters is obtained when the point of zero slope is
at the midpoint of the w~indow and so the last recognition of the max or mrin is when
it is nearest the midpoint. Usually a max or min event will be recognized on 7 or 8
successive cycles.

"Thc window size should bx) approximately half the distance between min near the
"A or C axis or 1/4 the polhodo period. It will be seen later that a minor simplifica-
lion occurs if fhe window size, 2N+I is such tluht N(2N-l)/3 is an integer.

Sonietitnes in the ANbhid an additive slope must bv removed from the data

before the max or miin can be recognized. The quadratic fit is performed on

AMMi -A1 (11) LOI1) .; A - (2It + ISLOP) n1iCi2

, here ISL1OP is the slope to be ro.ioved. "lhrvtore a max 0o r miin Ovent Occurs
only If

I) + IlaoP/

ThL, least squares computations for 2N*1 wri doW size (N 8) is

V.tD ÷• • AMM4

I N

N

" -N

N
2-A. -0 -1 -N 1.

il~... -.M• le radu-.ed to a racirsivo formut

__ + "- ' ÷1 (N) AMMOLD•
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D3+ = D3 -(2) I)2' -i' + N (AMNEW- AM OLD)

D2 + D2' +(N) .•, IMNE\V

D1+ Di + AIMNEV

where AIM, is the old data that fell inside the window on the previous computa-
tion cycle but ls outside the window on the current computation cycle and AMMNE\\,
is the new data obtained on the current computation cycle. The least squares solu-
tion is

45
IN(N+I) (2N+I) (2N+3) (2N-I)J D3

1.5

B-IN(N+I) (2N+l)I 1)2

A min-event occurs if

.< R + SLOP/2

4Wtr C>O.
J.- " Set flag Ptle -1.

A nmx event occurs if

":ow C-

'0 therwise no event occurs and set flag Wi~lfl 0. 1the peak value. AM PK, and time,
of the evet.t, PTNO, are computod for amx or min ovents

AM PH A

P N'J rd IDATA - 6 ÷ + -, LAG

where IDATA is the time that the last data point was obtaul Mid LAG is tho Ing
itroduced by wti filter of sectlon 1.



For one min per polhode period in the ANbhd the data window Is only half as
wide as it should be for maximum noise rejection. The window is widened by skip-
ping the least squares filter on alternate computation cycles.

b. Phase Tracking Logic

The phase tracking logic must freeze the plase variable after the maxinum
point uial MUM magnitudo drops by 10 percent of the peak-to-peak value. Then
thwe phase variable is reifultialized and extrapolation is begun. The anglo front
trajectory normal to MUM vector at the max, min, and 90 percent max points are
shown in Figure C-1 for 0. 03 and 0. 07 percent pendulosity and A and 13 axes respec-
tivvly and 45 deg separating polhode. 11o, phase at the 90 percent max points are
appivoxinately 20 dog from the correspouding max points. The phase variable must

41 M

2700
fiur -C .Anl liel U Vetrn

3hjcoyNrn~ tMn MAX n90Nx

Pcll n CadeAVzifc 4 o

ISO

klgura C-1I. Awt~le ilatutweit MMI• Vetior tuid
*IMjoectory Normatl fat Miln, Nilx+ andi 90% %h•

i~ld oI.I n +C. anti +A Families (45 (log
sopiratif Polhode. 0. 030 0. 07

Peaduloalty on A and A.•as



he cxtrapolated 70 d,,• from thk. 90 percent max point to the min point. The extra-
polatton frequenc. is shown i ' igirc (C-2 plotted against the polhode frequency.
Also drawn on the figur, is ;,- approximation to the extrapolation frequency,
F l.xtrap•vhich is defll ti 11.

Sl.xtrap - I/T , if l/T > 0.0549
P) P

0.142, if l/1'1)- 0.0549

, flo\u dia•lram of the phase tracking mechanization is shiown In ,igure r -3.

(1) MIN A -tof (11)1 -1)

All of tOw bInsic contpulations tire ixr[otmed at ith mitt event. The max (.-vent
is pirtharily usetd for htla collection. This Is because the minimun11 Is Walways well
lhhcwd •hhl thtt' timOwuaximul" Can 14 |juitv broad &W fll-defined and its position on the
pollhode traje.try varies when nat`' the A axis an shown i Fivgure C-I.

IMAW" I r" "Az

I-1ueC2 ".rAlti Frqee va Pol* " i• , m

(4 degiAPL -wlraig Pote 0.0, 0.1 07 Nsduoit

an A 'ft e tepciely .S w- ,1wc

0.0.0.04 .... 0- -

(>~l' '2. Itrapll'lalmiun 1.r-quetyi.n•) %S lolhodu |"re, jutwy

Pu riod. Noar A and C Axua)
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kData on the previous two inm and max amplitudes and the time of the previous
two min events must be save(' Ahe old data must be identified as that which occurred
360 deg back in polhode phase ,'om the most recent data and is called

PTO = time of old min event.

AMXO = amplitude of old max.

AMNO = amplitude of old min.

Also the amplitude of the maximum that occurred 180 deg back in polhode phase from

the most recent data is identified (AMIl).

The number of minima per polhode period is stored by variable NMIN which
can have value I or 2. Choosing the right value for NMIN is an identification function.

Phase lock is accomplished by remembering the sign of cos phase variable
CT at the previous min. This is called CTO which can have value ±1. For NMIIN=2
CTO reverses sign at every min. For NMIN=1 CTO keeps its same sign for every
min. As an added protection against phase loss in the terminal control mode only,
the sign of CTO with NM IN= 1 is remembered and thereafter CTO must have the
same sign whenever NM IN= 1.

Compute polhode period, TP, and extrapolation frequency, FE,

TP = PTNO- PlO

FE 2 Tr/TP, TP <TPO

2 TT/TPO, TP >-TPO

Swhere TPO is a program constant.

Initialize the sin and cos of the phase variable

•Tt = (IDATA - PTNO) (FE)

ST = sin (TH) CTO

+
"CT cos (TH) CTO

S2T (CT) (ST)

Compute peak to peak MUM, PP,

S'PP .• PEAKX - -EAKN

whore PEAKX is the lait observed max amplitude and PEAKN is the min amplitude.
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In the ANbhd with large slopes a more accurate peak-to-peak computation is

PPAN PEAKX - 1/2 (PEAKN + AM NO)

if the rotor was not torqued during the last polhode period.

Compute the change in max and min values over 360 deg which is used to
represent the slope of the max and min

SMAX PEAKX - AMXO

SMIN PEAKN - AMNO

The difference between the two maxima, DIMAX, must be computed both with and
without torquing so the slope is removed from the data

DMAX -z PEAKX - 2(AMXI) + AMXO

V, hen no torque has been applied during tho data taking interval the slope does not
have to b)e removed so

DMAX - 2 (PEAKX- AMXI).

DIMAX Is twice Amax prosented in Figure 9.

To avoid false minima In the truimltion zone, Ihc, amplitude of the minima must
be below the previous mniw threshold (AMMAX). tlowever, the test cannot, be per-
formed in the A or CNbhds since the high minima may not be tmlo-.v the threshold
value. In the C or ANbhds large torques pro•Iuce significant relative clunge in thi
MUM amplitude and can result in false minima at the initiation of torque. Therefore,
apparent miin events that occur within 17 cycles after initiation of torque In A or
CNbhds are rejectml. The sin/cos oxtrapolation is restarted at a mirt Ovont by
setting flag IFIIZ -" 1.

A minimumt will he recognized on several cycles for t1w sameo mini event. l)ue
to noise the rin miy not be recognized on consecutive ocycles. A setries of nitlninitt
recognitions will be assumed to composo te sattme event If they are not separated by
z•more than 3 cycles with n minimumt rowgnized.

(2) MaWdimum Event

At the maximum event the nmuinum value, AM NI. is saved as PH'AKX.

If the niaxl•niI threshold (AMMAX) has not been lpsstl atunI polhodt, motion is
trot in the A or C Nbhhds, the phase variable is froztn at its current value by setting
M flag ine= 3. The m.•mt threshold is computed

ANM AX PEAKX - 0. 05 (PEAKX - P1EAKN)

0O0
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where PEAKN is the previous minimum amplitude. Then if the current MUM ampli-
tude is less than the maximu, threshold (AMMAX) initialize the phase variable at
O + 90 or 4 + 270 deg whichever is closest and restart sin/coo extrapolation by
setting flag LkRZ = 1. o is 20 deg as shown in Figure C-1.

(3) No Event

At times during which neither a maximum nor minimum event occurs, phase
tracking is concerned with extrapolating the phase variable and determining whether
a quadrature point was crossed. Extrapolation is not performed when it is frozen as
determined by flag IFRZ. For IFPIZ = 3 the MUM magnitude is compared to maximum
threshold. AM MAX, as described in Para C. 2. b(2). For IFRZ = 2 no computation
is performed. For IFRZ = 1 the phase variable Is extrapolated by

ST = (St) cos (FE) + (CT) sin (FE)

CT = (CT) cos (FE) - (ST ) sin (FE)

S2T - (ST) (CT)

C2T = (CT)2 - .5

A quadrature point has been crossed by the phase vorlable if S2T reverses
sign during the extrapolation. Freeze the extrapolation (IF1Z . 2) if a quadrature
point is crossed and if either:

1. Polhode motion is not fi A or C Nbhds, or

2. Polhodo motion is in A or C Nbhds, and the quadrature point is 0 or
180 dog (mrin event), and it has boon 360 dog since the last minimum
event was recognized.

The reason for special treatment of the A and C Nbhds Is that the maximum
events do not always occur near quadrature points. \\hon there is only one minimum
per polhodo period, the phase variable can only be frozen 360 dog after the minimum
Ovtfit|.

After completion of phase tracking, the program always transfers to the controlfunction except after a sequence of minimum events. Then the program transfers to

identification for one pass. After initialization, identification cannot proceed until
sufficliett data base is built up by phase tracking to compute DMAX

(4) 41 ngularitics

Polhode motion has six shigular positions which are spin vector along the *A,
t.ti and (:C axes. 11tv occurrence of one of these events has zero probabilit, showever,
an oplratiotal damping mecitanization should be able to handle them. V1 neither
maximum or minimun event has been found for a long time, PTMAX computation
cycles, a singularity is assumed to exist. I spitn vector was last estimated to be in
the ANbhd with +A axis identified datnping is complete, Otherwise roinitialize auto-
mnatic damping and apply C family torquo for 3/8 of a CNbhd polhodc period.
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3. IDENTIFICA TION

The dr-ta generated in phase tracking which consists of:

PEAKN minimum value

PEAKX maximum value

PP peik-to-peak value

l)MAX 2 times difference between high and low maximum

qMIN •slope of minimum

SMANX slope of maximum

TP polhode period

is examineid by the ideitlfication routine to select the appropriate control law.
Variables )MDAX, SM IN, and SMAX are not always valid, so logical variables
IDMAX, ISMIN, and ISNIAX are established to (ndicate when the data Is valid. The
conditions that Invalidate the dat are listed In Table CItI together with the data that
is Invalidated. The coneLrn i. that coatnges in the control law produce clunges in
slope and hence invalida'i some of the data.

Table CIILH Condiltions Un"tr Which Identification Data Aro Invalid

Condition tha. DaWta Number of Polhodo
invalidates data Inivaliuttod cycles data are not valid

No torquing SM IN 0.
8 IMI M'. 1,0

ilitiato torquing j MAX 1.5

i•ntiate torqulng with SMIN 1.0
po1hodo motion ill 1
traneidoR ZonO.

lteverst C Family ,WAX 1.5
•. co ntoltl I I VM!• 1.5

t SMi I
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The primary purpose of identification is to select one of five possible regions of
the rotor that contains twic sr. OCor. The regions are assigned numerical code,
called IFAM:

1. CNbhd

2. C Faml!y

3. Transition Zone

4. A Family

5. ANhhd

6. Undetermined region (no torque applied)

The sixth mode indicates identification has not taken place and is used for initialization.
The A and CNhhd regions can have either I or 2 minima. Identification must deter-
mine the number of minima called NMIN.

Identifitalion is performed by comparing data to threshold values to make

deeisions. The threshold values are listed in Table CHl together with a brief descrip-
tion. The principals used in establishing the logic are briefly listed:

1. The transition zone is P symmetric band about the separating polhodle.
Since both PP and TP are approximately symmetric about the separating
polhodo, they aro used to define the transition zone,

2. Bluth the A and CNbhds arc identified by small PP values, The PP value
is always small when NM IN 1. A tad CNbhds aro differentiated by the
magnitude of PEAKX.

3. A change in NMIN is ftentified by the conditions of the A or CNbhds plus
an Mbsarved polhode period# Tp , that is either too largo or too small.

4. The A mid C faWilies consist of the leftover regions. A portion of the C
families is identified by small value of PEAKX. Near the transition zone
this is unreliable and identification is based on DMAX. If WMAX Is not
valid identification is based on the previous family identification.

A flow chart of this portion of the identification problem Is shomn in Figure C-4.
Tie only computation involved is that necessary to change NM IN. When NM IN changes
from I to 2 a now minima has just appeared on the MUM waveform and there Is no
past history on the minima so identification is skipped. IlTi polhode period, TP, is
doubled and the extrapolation frequency is recomputed. The sign of the phase locking
variable, CTO, is reversed. \\hen M IN changes from 2 to I the previous minimum r
data is 300 dog old. The phase tracking data is recomputed on this basis as described
in Pura C. 2. b. (1). Identification is then repeated with NMIN 1.
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The number of min can *muln at one very deep into the C family for large
pendulosity components on A B axes. A constant TP threshold for recognizing the
change of NMIN from one to is not adequate as can be seen from the frequency
plot of Figure 2. Therefore the threshold for changing NMIN from one to two in the
C family, TC2X, is based on approximate polhode latitude as given by

PEAKX.
TC2X = TC2 (1+0.25 --A X .

The polhode period near the A axis varies significantly with rotor temperature.
Thresholds TA1 and TAZ should roughly obey the relationship

TAI (0.75) ATP

TA2 (1.25) ATP

where ATP is the polhode period near the A axis. ATP is computed by the program

ATP = ATP - (0. 3935) (rP - ATP)

which Is a low pass filter with a time constant of two identification cycles. ATP
is only allowed to have values in a limited range of *25 percent of nominal polhodo
period near A axis. Figure C-5 illustrates the NMI IN switching logic.

After the bIasie identifiention is completed several special cases must be
resolved. A flow chart of those special cases is shown in Figure C-6.

a. klentify +A Axis

Ith +A cuis is implicitly identified by resolving the 180 dog uncertainty in
the phase variable. The 180 dog uncertainty can only be resolved in the C family
(IFAM - 2). SON is a variable (*I) indicating the estimated sign of the C family.
11to algorithm is:

1. (D-MAX) (SON) > 0

The plume variable is near 0 dog.

CT+ ICTI

ST IS1-II

CTO 1

2. (DlMAM) (SGN) < 0
"The plhas variable is near 180 dog.

CT÷ - ICTI

CTO ' -1
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After the +A axis is identified a flag, IPHAS, is set

IPHAS = 1.

b. Identify +C or -C Family

The C family control law should always torque to move out of the C family, If
the sign of the C family (SGN) Is assumed wrong it will torque into the C axis as
indicated by a negative SMIN. However, In the C Nbhd the polhode trajectories that
do not enclose the pendulosity vector have a negative SMIN when moving away from C
as can le seen In Figure 8. Under these conditions the sign of the C family must be
determined by the slope of the max, SMAX. If SMIN and SMAX have the same sign,
the polhode trajectory encloses the pendulosity vector and the more efficient C control
law can be used.

If the first idWotification of automatlc damping locates polhode motion in the
C family the ANIbhd control law is used until the C family sign is resolved. The
correct SGN always results in a large positive SMIN or SMAX so an incorrect SGN
is Indicated ly

SMIN < E'PSCN or SMAX < E'PSCN.

.Inoev SGN was previously Involved in determining the +A axis the phase variable Is
in •rror by 180 dug aid must be corrected whenever SON is roversed.

V\ hen automatic damping is operating correctly, SON should not be wrong
after tire first identification of .tC family. 11 a later change in SUN is required, the
automatic damping has gotten lost and should be restarted.

c. Torolue Out of A Family

If the +A awis his not been identified (1lIlhAS u 0) and polhode motion Is In the
A family, the spin vector must he torqued into the C familly. Therefore, 180 dog
shifts In the phase variable are introduced to keep

SMIN ' EPSAN.

d. Prevent Phase Loss Ih A Nbhd

Once the pIx*hodo motion has been placed in the A family with the +A axis
defined It should not be allowed to leave the famlly duo to automatic damping mIal-
funictlon resulting In plhae loss. Therefore, 180 dog shifts In the phase variable are
introducedl to keep

SMIN > - R'.P- N.

Tho phase loss may have been caused by terminal control gain that was too
high. If this mode Is outored the tertminal control ghin Is reduced by one half.
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e. Detect Crossing off the Separating Polhode

In the transition zonu fl, i'e are two cases based on the polhode region (IFAM) of
the previous identification cy :le that must be considered.

(1) Previous IFAM I 6

After the separating polhode has been crossed there is no longer a need to
apply the transition control law which is only half as efficient as the C and A family
control laws. The slope of the max, SMAX, is zero in the A family and nonzero in
the C family. When crossing from C to A families IPHAS is 1 and a crossing is
detected when

ISMAXI < EPSMA.

When crossing from A to C families IPIHAS is 0 and a crossing is detected when

IS.\IAXI > EPSMC.
After entering the C family, torquing is stopped for one polhode period to obtain data
to identify the +A axis. The C family sign, SGN, is reversed to prepare for torquing
out of C family after +A axis is identified.

(2) Previous IFAM = 6.

If polhode motion is on the C side of the transition zone after a period of no
torquing, the +A axis can be identified before torquing starts. Polhode motion is
on the C side of the transition zone if

IDMAXI > EPDS.

f. Terminal Control Functions

Terminal control is used when the spin vector is in the ANbhd mid the +A axis
has been identified. It is concerned with precisely computing the peak-to-peak
amnplitude for use in proportional control, computing the control angle, and doter-
.mining when damping is complete.

The peak-to-pealc amplitude, PP, must be corrected for slope effects duo to
rotor speed changes, Whon the peak-to-peak signal is largo relative to slope the
correction is based on average SMAX, ASMAX, computed

ASMAX ASAIAX + (0. 3935) (SMAX - ASMIAX).

The corrected poak-to-peak amplitude is

PP u PP + (ASMAX) (TP)/(2 NM IN)

For small peak-to-peak MUM signal the corrected PP value .an only be obtained
after a complete polhode period of no torquing in which cnwo the PPAN computed
in paragraph C. 2. b. (1) is the correct value for PP. For small PP values the
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untorqued slope must be given to the least squares max/min search as ISLOP in

paragraph C.2.a.

ISLOP = SMIN/TP

if no torque has been applied for one polhode period.

If the +A axis has been identified proportional control Is used. The desired
angle to be torqued, NANG, is computed once per polhode period. Maximum torque
is applied immediately after identification and continues until the desired angular
change is introduced. No further torque is applied wntil the next identification.

Angle to be torqued, NANG, is based on the estimated polhodo colatitude.
Polhodo colatitudo is related '.o peak-to-peak MUM, PP, as shown In Figure C-7
for pendulosity components on A and B axes of one percent and 45 dog separating
poihode. Gain variations and pondulosity length variations from gyro-to-gyro can
be eliminated in those computations if normalized peok-to-peak amplitude is used

PPN a PP/PEAKX.

Figure C-8 shows the A-C plalie cross soction of a polwkhod trajectory with
colatitude ,0 and pundulosity component on A axis of sin o0. The figure is drawn
for

40 < 0

so that NMIN 1. The peak-to-peak amplitude is thell

PIPk Cos (0o - A0) - Cos (0o +. Co)

(200) A0.

At) > 00

so that NM IN • 2, the peak-to-penk amplitudo Is

PPN i-cos (4*0o)

2

h colatitudo at which N161 IN changos iroti 2 to 1 is

40~0

tto
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Figure C-7. IPak-to-Peak MUM Magnitude In ANbhd (45 dog
apamiqg pothodl, I percent pondulosity on A and II)
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Figure. C-8. Geomnetry of VPak-,to-t'e~ak MUM Aipiltuda In ANih-d
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and the peak-to-peak amplitude is
2

PP 2 00.

fAngle 00 is not controlled in the manufacturing process and will vary considerably
fronm rotor-to-rotor. On a perfect rotor 00 =0. Hlowever, foi- NAIIN =2

so that control angle, A40. is

where ( is (th comtrol gain. Mmxinium control Is applivd just before NMIN changes
from 2 to 1. ANMhd control is initiated when the spin vector Is nearest the HI axis.
In this regien torqutng efficiency is 70 percent for 45 dvg svpitraling px)lhode. There-
fore, C ctui bte tuilly without danger of applying more than 100 percent cmotr+)l. Just
Ilfore NMIIN chatiges from 2 to I tho poak-to-peak ampliltude P11 is approximately
ttoseribe~t

Ilowevor PPN2 Is niot known precisely !wcbtu li• generom un•eintrolle.l slotws due
to rotor speed cianges corrupted dte dlala. Since the, last MMINN 2 polnt is not
-recognized ontil the first NMIN 1 I polnt Is olbained. P|'Nttt 1111,-41, ecumte p -to-puak
value Of PPNI cmn 1w obtaintl by apldyhg ito, tortve for one1 Ilh))mk. Porlotd. The
"prabl•m now iW to obtain 0 hin torms of PPNI. "wlle cotmtrol angle uspd to go froom
vPN2 to PPNI Is savved u AOC2 11Trofore

0,0- 4GCe4 PP vN/20o:

and solving for o0

00 12 ( C2 0 C2 +2 PI)NJ

uo Olat the omtil nugle ior NMIN I.

2. PP
+2

This machuaAtitoai is adapilvo in that the guiln Is automatically mijusled for %0
without requiring 00 to be Lnput . a alibraion paranwior.



The control angle is noi nalized on unit torque angle which on tests presented

here is

-0 = unit torque ange IL 1/8 (max torque) (0. 1 sec)

The normalized control angle, NANG, is

NANG = AO /6o
C

The proportional control mechanization can be reduced to three equations.
For NMIN ;ý 2

NANG = (GPAN2) % N

On the first NMI NN 1 I compute PPN so that

GPANI (GPAN2) v/2

2
+ AO +2 PPN1A0C2 + %2 + N2

whore
1

AOC2  V-2 (NANGO)/GPAN2

and NANGO is the previous value of NANG used to go from PPN2 to PPNV For

i~NM1 IN = 1

NANG (GPANI) PP

* GPAN2 is a hardware parameter and is defined

G
GPAN2

Thie net control gain as defined by ABC,',/&0 where, 4 T is tVie total control
angle over one polhode period and A0 is polhode colatitudo at the beginning of the
period will be computed. First for NMINII 2 the first control angle is

G/

" (,G/2) (AO :k00)d

where q is the torque efficiency as shown in Figure 14, Assuming the oonitrol is
accomplished before the second minm occurs which Is at colatitude A01

A01  AO - A"CI

113
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the second control angle is

C2 " (G/V,) l-P2

=(3/2) (AO - AOc1 o00 )

The total control angle aOCT is thoe

AO + AOc 2

-' G/2) [A0(2-rqO/2) + 00 0U/2 1

which is valid for A0 > 0 For NMIN 1 A 00 the gain is frozen at the last
NMIN =2 value. Figure 9 presents the input-output plot showing the range of
possible gales that cwn occur for YUG = 1 and the large variation from run to run.
In practice smaller values of YjG must be used since tj is unpredictable due to its
phase dependence.

"The phase variable extrapolation durhig terminal control torquing is unstable.
The phase variable iF used to direct the torque vector and track the polhodo motion.
If 'he phase varlable loads the polhodo motion a torque vector component will point
in a direction to slow down the polhodo motion thus increasing the phase varF',blo
error. Thu effect occurs throughout the A family however the extrapolation porkod
Is so sh;irt and the polhodo motion is so much stronger than the torque that the
effect is negligible except for & small region ahout the A axis. The problem was
"briefly investigated to determine If any real danger of phase loss exists. Starting
"with the differential equations of polhode motion, Equation (2), thu motion in the
ANbhd where w is essentially constant Is

WB -KB.,~c + T

wC K wB IT + B

where

A- C

KC WA

atul torque defined by the A control law

T T cos

T T Hill4

g phasoe variable.
If
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Transforming into an oliptical coordinate frame with
I

W •B =--C rcos4

,•' •WC = Br sin

gives

4* = J + 21-4) sin (,-)
r

r - R)Cos(4-g)

whoro
J = •/KBK C

B1

C+i2

Phase variable • is extrapolated by

'f)The phao variable error during extrapolation and control, is giveonby

114) 64

W. J-

At can ho.seoei that 6 has an unstable equilibrium at zero and a stable
equtilibrium at 180+.dcg which supports Ohw intuitiv ..observation made earlier. h, has

n. evaltluated numericallylfor varlous conditious of Initial phase error, 6,(o),
fre.quency error, ,J, initial distanea front A, r(Os and torque.mag itudi , T'. Tho

. tunbor of dogreas of freedom weirte fithor reduced in the numerical evaluation by
.ormallatti . The largest error at:tho endlof the control period was 90 dog which
was caused by an o,,tt'alOlattlon fkquoney orror of 0 ,3 rald/control period plus a
20 dog Initial phase error and applying 1.00 percent of ustinuitted control, As a•
adtlcdmx tprtiaotion control is not aplieod if th.. phas" ,ilahblo. Mha biai xtrapoilated
"txuoro than, 270 deg.

A ~~~To rinintation of polhotk) dumpling is'base'd solely ott the pcuký-to- poak hMU)M%
amlpiltudo.' A threshold is .. t thot Is just aibov the noise levol The peixk-to-ptk
..amplitudo niutot be -uinler the throshoW. for two ewuns•cutive pothodo periods.
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4. CONTROL

The control function in, wes computing the appropriate control law and
commanding the appropi iatc motor currents in the spin motor control electronics.
T'he control law commands 2 degrees of freedom, the amplitude of torque and direc-
tion of torque in a plane orthogonal to the spin vector. The control law computes
three scalar quantities

TORQ1  cos 0

TORQ2 = sin C

VL sir/ed Torque
- lMax Torque

where Amplitude is the destred torque amplitude and 0 is the angle from MUM
vector to torque vcctor measured about spin vector.

a. C Family Control Law

The C family control law applies maximum torque along ± MUM vector.

TORQ -SUGN

TORQ2  0

FLUX I1

b. CNbhd Control Law

The basic control law is the same as the C family control law except torque
* ~is not applied continuously tinder all conditions. Polhodo trajectories very closo

to the C axis (to not enclose the pendulosity vector and so torquing can only be
performed near the max value of MUM magnitude. If dte sign of the C family is
wrongs continuous torquing Mill slave the spin vector to be colinuar Awith the pondu-
losity vector. Hoth difficulties can be overcome with a simple mechanization. At
each Identification compute threshold

* -AK P .AI -0.25 (PEAKXol - PE AKN). ~~~CMAX PlL, X old -0 5(EKold -PAN

where PMAKN is the value of MUM mit last observed and PEAKXo1d is the value of
MUM max two observations ago. W\hen initially starting up CMAX is the value to be
observed on dte next max event reduced by 25 percent of the peak-to-peak value.
Start torquing tud continue to torque as long as

AMM > CMAX.
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If after torquing has been initiated the above inequality fails, further torquing is

prohibited by setting

CMAX I

until the next identification period. This prevents limit cycling that might otherwise
occur. If the C family sign (8GN) is wrong the Inequality will fail after torquing for
1/16 sec. kbscquent identification will resolve the SON error.

c. A Family Control Iatw

The A family control law applies maximum torque while rotating the torque
vector with respect to MUM.

TORQ1  CT

TO19 2 = ST

FLUX I

d. 'Transition Zone Control Law

The transition zone control law must be compatible with either C or A family
polhode motion. Wheon CT and S•N are of opposite sign

TOIRQI (CT - SON) (5/8 - 1/8 CT)

TOIIQ 2  (S'I) (5/8 - /18 CT)

FLUX I

and when CT and SGN are of eanw sign

TOIIQ1  TOIqJ -0.

o. A•)hd Control Law

If the +A axis has not boon identified the ANbd Wontrol law is identical to the
A family control law. Control is only applied for half a ipolhudo period.

SWhen tie +A axis has bcn Identi fied control Is applied as In the A citrol law

except the duration of torque Is adjusted to corri)poad to the control. anglo votumnul,
NANG.

"f. lWte Iiniited Torque

'Cih rate of change of torque Is liinited to avoid large transletit s in the iagnetie
flux field. Torque Is quantized by the unit torque which is 1/8 the tnaxinium torque.
Torquo is raised atid lowered by one step chaz•e per comlputational cycle.I ~118.
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This mechanization does not appear to be necessary.

g. Spin Motor Control Electronics Commands

Spin motor control commands consist of three vectors oa, •, Y. where

ci (TOKt Of+ TI? FLUX

V. I(TORK1 ) (TOUK2) IN FLUX

Y, I yN IFLUX

and o PN YN corresponds to vectors ON' ON, YN computed in Para C. 1 with
no phase shifts Introduced by the electronics. The net phase shift introduced by
both MUM readout electronics and spin motor control electronics is compensated by

i • oN osoN + sin 4)ON

PN sinesN + cos4PN

where 4 Is the nominal phase shift inherent in the electronic design.

If the x, y, and z gyro motor coils exhibit a scale factor unbalanmc or axis
ndistligmemdnt they can be compensated by a (3x3) matri,•, CT. The spit motor
commands would consist of vectors Wher

6 T

PS - C.,, Ps

'Vs 'CT Vs

R If this compensation is used it would only be a nominal componsapton -based oal al
ensemble of gyros. Indivldual calibration of the motoel oils is not intended. Motor
toil compiensation was not used In the tests reported here.

5 ,' WITIALIZATION "

InltialirAtlon of course is perfornid at the begihnitg of poihodo damping. There
are also two conditions under which roinitiaUzntiont Is performed. lucy are:

1. C ufamily sign reversal occurred after the Initial sign dotermination was
made. Automatic damping to lost. liuverso the C family sign and
relnitialize. (Pats C.1 . ,)

it9



2. The separating poihodo was crossed from A to C and the +A axis has not
been Identified. Rleverse the C family sign and reinitialize. (Para C. 3. 3. (1).

After reinitialization data is taken for one complete period before identification
andI further torquing. After the original initialization, data is taken until three inininia
are found before Identification and initiation of torquing. The original Initialization
must accumulate 17 data points before the maxiznum/mininuim search can begin.
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APPENDIX D

AUTOMATiC• 0 IAiODE DAMPING SUBROUTINE LISTING

The IBM 1130 Fortran subroutine CNTLR listed here is called from an executive
routine 10 times per second based on an interrupt clock. MUM data is read and MUM
magnitude, AMM, is computed by the executive before calling CNTLR. CNTLR speci-
fies direction, TORQ(1) and TORQ(2), and magnitude, NTQ, of torque to the executive.
The executive sends the torque commands to the spin motor control electronics.

Other variables used to communicate with executive are:

(1) PARAM1 = a general parameter list 25 elements long. Each of the elements
is defined in the listing. The values used for the automatic damping tests
are:

PARAM (1) 96.
(2) 0. 0001
(3) 0.34
(4) 3056.
(5) 0.015
(6) 0, 3935(7) 80.
(8) 0,1
(9) 8,.

(10) 0.
(11) 0.02
(12) .0.008
(13) 2,
(14) 0.,004
(13)s) 0.002
(16) .. 0.3936.
(17) 0.
(18) 2.5
(19) 2.5
(20)- 2.
(21) -4.
"(22) m06
(23) AD.
(24)
(25) 20i.

(2) JGAIN specifies the U t filter time Costant.

(3).I MODE speeifies special test modes

JMODE 2 2v MU1 Pmhase calibtution mode
"4, No. Toque Is pplied.

.5 Normal mode.
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(4) 'M9DE specifies automatic damping modes

MNXDE = 1, Initialization

= 2, Normal Damping Mode

= 3, Damping Complete

= 4, Print autonatic damping data alter damping complete

5, Stop torquing

= 6, Undamp from an equilibrium point.

Two assembly language subroutines are called from CNTLR.

(1) LSTSQ (ISLOP, IBOC, IPK, JPK, IDPK)

LSTISQ mechanizes the max/min search of Pars C. 2. a where

IBOC - (10.51[1L0P)/C

AMFK " IPK(6.4x IO=) '+JPK(19.7x 10-10)
LSINT is the Initialzation entry for 1,'rSQ

(2) SICOS (IT11, ISIN. ICOS)

SICOS Is a sin/cos routine where

""ITI 0 215/r (input)

ISIN u sin (0) 214 (output)

ICOS Cos (0) 21 A (output)

Oiw Fortran function routine ctilled from CNTLt Is

FE FXTRP (TPs FE.O)

where

T-P Is the ptihoda period

FE'In i the phase variable exttitpolatoin froqutioy.

,EO Is dummy variable not used.

Tho easnpution for FE in Para C. 2. b. (1). is mnoelunlld.
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doom

*LIST SOURCE PF\(13i-Ak'
*ON .%JD INTF'3!flS

SUOi"UTiLd Cý*TL%'
;iEAL LAG

DAT PT-\2A * "

DATA CSLviP/j069547'?.-2/
D)ATA R10 /997610625L-'s'
DATA rPK sTp.X PC a /. , 5 92-Q e s t2 5

C TIYE LAG FO NEN V'AN MIN
^DATA YNG #V.%XC/-2 9-68

C FILTEI TWQEASH=L

PIRAAN' (17 ) u-1
'O TO (1CiC".2~,3J40 7%;l) jV) s, OD~E

CSHUT ')0O,.N VO)tj
700 NTQ~uC

J)ATAwItDATA+l
GO TO 090

C 0 .P 6 - NA~ F WY d'LU? *I;%
199 IF (IDATA-IDATS) 1915s196#196
195 IDATAwI:"ATA+1

GO TO ROO
* C

C INITIALIZATION
* C

TVAX ifPARAY 1)
PPF sPARAAM,( 2
AyVAX aPA'!%A\1( 3
GPAf%2mPAR4AN¶(4'
AMAIPePAPA'. (5)
GSLOPuIPAHAM(61:
MANGsPARA'M' 17 1+

AV.TP*PAiAIh1Eb)
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RAGE 2

PHASE ZPAR ANI(10)
EPDS=PAPAiv( 11)
EPDNA=PARAi,' (12)
3PHAS=PtAK~N(13)
t.PSCN=PAR'1( 14)
EPSANzPMA'ýN ( 15)
C)TP=PARA~Ii(16)
I D2=PARA'1' 18)
IDo=PA,ýA%:(19)
PRNT=PAPV!i2O)

TAlQ=PAIRANA(21)
TA?0=PA 4Ak'(??)
TC1*=PAr!A' (23)
TC2=PARA'i( 24)
PT-,'AX=I~A'AMt(25)
N*ODEC=2
IDrATI1=C

ATPcTA1O/. 75
IPT=0
'a PTat0
i TO~ D a .
-wI NI)317
CALL. L 5 ',.T
G,,) TU (161 162),IN~

161 crai.

GO TO 163
162 CTs-1.

CTOm-1.
CT~mCTO

163 C014TINUE
ST. 0.
PTMN( 1)a0.
PTNVN(2)*U0.
D5.0.
tDCu1.
FE*O.
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PAGE 4

901 IPHAS&1
902 CON4TINUE

GO TO 791
c
C PHASE TRACKING

200 CONT INUE
IF (UATA-PTNI 1 190#1909191

C NO \11%4 CAN! HF FOLJI.D
19' IF (IPHAS1 Ms)2*19Z1*3
193 IF (UFAiWý5) 192?,194sl1~2
192 -QDLE*6

:;j TO 900

C DAMP \ING COVOLFTF
194 VODEaI

GO TO 'C00
190 CC'-TIN1AF

110 1 5-A Z'
I V INu{

IOATAv[)ATA~l

.1S aI lei tI DE#V-3I DATA # 2

302~ CALL L.%r(ISL.0Ps.10oI0sIP~,Jl.I'T'
IF ITIVttCI O303*303#30

J 3A Z~16

303 IF (lOPY) 2V1~,0

.2('4 Con T IWE
ý202 60.TO l?0$260*200#lFR

cs sicos% uPOT.
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PAcGE 5

S2TO=S2T
ST=ST*DC+CT*DS
CT=CT*D2C-STO*05
S2T= ST*CT
C2T=CT*CT-u5
IF (S2T*S2TO) 2079i07#250

C A/C !48HD LOGIC
207 CONTItUE

G0 TO (208#2l'w'2l0,2l~.)2CcS,2O8)tIFA-vt
208 IF (C2T) 2539,253,209
209 !F (CT*CTO) 250t25C.210
210 IFRZ=2

PAfRAM( 17 )=0a
r: LIMMIT TORQUE' FCO' 27J D)EC - A N'B1O

253 IF (ST*CTC) 254t254#250
254 NANGnO
250 CON T INUE

IF (IDEN'T*11-ISKIP)) 800*EC~s25l
251 IF (%IN%) POC,803,252
252 IDENT=O

GO TO 400
C
C

206 IF CAWM-AIVMIAX) 214#214#25C
C VAX TNREASHIJLD

214 IFRZ~1
MNXtMNXO
CT -0CM *CT

STnS~vX*CTO
52 TmS 2'AX
PARAM(17)*lo5
GC TC 250

C Y'AX POINT
203 PEAKX=IPt4*P0'ST+JPK*PKLST

.JMAXu1
S TX.ST
If (MNX) 202o220*220

220 GO TO (202 9 22l,221,221,202,2C2)#IFA'ý
221 CONTI1I4LE

IF C(IFRZ-31) 75297530752
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PAGE 6

752 PARAMi(17)al*5
753 CONTINUE

IFRZ=3
CTm0*
ST=CTO
AMOAX=PEAKX.OP4(* CPEA %-PEAKIN)
GO TO 206

C XIN POINT
201 PEAKN*IPK*PKMST+JPK*PKLST

GO TO (23o,3O1.301.3ol.23O,230),IFAr-i
301 IF (PEAK.N-AMMAX) 230)s2309202
230 IF (M.NN) 232.232.231
231 IF (IDATA-IDAT2) Z02*20Zs233
233 CONTINUE

TPOLDzTP
IDENTaIDENT+1
MulaD

IDaMOD(IDs2)+1

IF (IFANM-6) 26lt262s261
262 AM.MX(It00)*PEAKX
261 CONTINUE

I F IMMIN-1) 263s263*264
264 CT~w-CT0
263 CONTINUE

PTOaPTN't. IDU I
ANIXO.AMMX( IOO)
AM4NOnAMMN (100)
AmXloAM4MX( D101
AMNiX( ID),uPEAKX
PARAMf 1)w1*5
IMAXuJMiAX
KJJAX KMAX.JNIAX
.DMAXsO

232 IFRml.
IDAT2uIOATA+NwtNO
MNN*MNNO
PTN~u IDATA-IROC*R4%O-LAG
PYNi .PTN0+PTMAX
TP*PTt4OPPTO



PAGE 7

FE&FXTRP(TP#FE7O)
IFE=FE*P2.5
CALL SIC~iS(lF~EI$INICC5)

tOC IC CS*R 14
ITH=( IDATA-PTNhC)'MIFr
CALL SICCQ(ITH9ISIN9 ICS I
ST IS IN*R14*CT0
CT. ICOS*R144CTCO
S2Tm ST*CT
PPuPEAKX-PEAKJ\.
PPAN.PEAKX-mfiPEAK4A.*5
S6OAXwPfEAKXWAt'XO

0A~wPF*AK.X-AV.X1-A A1*X I Q'.
PTY~t IM))PINC)
A~"\ ID) BPFAKN
GO TO 800

C
C
C IDEVIFJCATION
C
C FA'ILY IDENTIFICATION

400 CON~TIN~UE
C
C PHASE ADJUST VQDAE
C J'vUDE a 2

IF (JN'ODC-2) '401s402s401
402 PH.ASE*PHASE-GPHAS*SktI%

TORQ(1)wSIN(PHASf!)
TOitO(2)w-CQStPmA~s~

tPT*IPT.1:1. PIDNTt1,IPT)NPHASE
Ftf)NT(?OIPTI&mSMZN

1*03 GO TO 890

401 CON4TINUE
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PAGE 8

IF (6-IFAM+KMAX) 491.192,491
491 CONTINUIE

SMINPaSMIN
IDAT?*IDATA

C
PP~aPP/PEAKX
GO TO (51115 10) CAMI N

511 IF (PEAKN-AMAX).-5129513.513
512 IF (TP-TC11 514.014015
513 IF (TP-TAII 514o534,9516
C CHANGE N1MIN 1 TO 2
514 .1M IIN a2

NM? N701
CTOu-CTO
CT*-CT
S$TumST
-,TP.*TPOLD
F -uFXTRP(-TPoFEO)
IFEFE*P15
CALL SI'COS(IFEtoI SINo KOS)
'Dý*ISIN*R34
CI COS*R'14

I SMA~mO
NANG'80
00 TO 471'

C
510 IF (PEAKX"AMIAX) .521952.1022
-521 00TO0524
§24 T.C.2,uTC2+TC2*'$25*PEA,(?/AMAX

IF tTPýYCWX $2395259625
522 IF ( PPNi-AMAP Y 5 26,s52 6,627

67IF (YP-TMAXI) 527,-504,504
526 IF (TP-TA2) 5160525025
527 IF IIDMAXI 5299529#526
5286 IF (ABS(DMAX I-EPOSI 53015SOoS23
529 G 0010 .Z.545O50.2)IA

C CHIANGE NMXIN2TO A
525 W41 N 4a1
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404

FEFXTfRP(TP'#FE&-)
IF r, , IN 2 *IPI--AS) 625o6259626

625 CTOu--T~w
626 IF=*PE*l5

7,Cl ICCS*.' 14

CALL C-I C,-S (I Tr, 9 1,I'-.#.

5"4 1.,, 44 T-

If

C F J 1F4V 6 'i4LC-*4L ASC-

T* I A5 (IS"~ *C.4~i

*1T I

~44? IF d

55IF (I~APSAX)w~O 44C,06C9'50

C C1,SII r(FOth1

51 IFA%*O1
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OMAXals
SM I NwSVAX
GO TO 616

C
C C FAMILY

523 IFAM*2
C
C LOCATE +.A AXIS
C C NBHD LOGIC

616 IDCuMOD(ID+NlMIN92)+1
CMAXuAMMX(IDC)-(ANIMX(IDC)inPEAKH4*P.PCN
IWIDEwO
NSLOP=O
IF (I51GN 617*6179618

817 IFAMal
GO TO 671

618 IF (SA1INP-EPSCtK) 6219620s620
620 IFAMu2

SMINas'i'Ip
621 IF (IDNIAX) 450o4509234

C RE~SOLVE 180 DFG UNCF14TAIfNTY
234 IF (DMAX *SGN) 23592'35o236

C LOW MAX WPIASE a 1$0 UIEG)
235 CTa-A(IS(CT)

STs-ARS( ST)

GO to ?37
CHIGH UlX (PNiASE 0 0EG)
236 CTuAflS(CT)

STvAfAS( ST)
CTOm1

237 IPHAS~l
STXu-CT

450 CONT 1NUEF

C IDENTIFY +C 00 -C FAMILY
IF tIS'41'I )747070,451ý

451. 1F (SPI.I-EPSCti) 452o452#453
452 IF (ISIGN) 464*.454#1-50
454. 5GN&-,So6



CTOu-CTO
CTz-CT
STamST

'~ I STX=-STX
I DM.AX a C
KDO-AX*2

ISvAXuC

I5'1\uQ

GCQ T%. 4"L
C

CA *%4H%
516 IFAvw5

96IF (10ýAS) 9461946SQ47

GOTO 46U

'a.'m)P*AS*. AX*TP/ *I'.

C.

IF (PP) 265.0f6.6s46
2E65 PP.0.

31~ To 927
2b6 CO 4T1 %', I

927 IF IDERIin)'Z.2,8

:928 CONT I
ppN~uPP0IFAP(A

C-
C CUq.'PT*o,4L G CA I S

IF 2\I~CP~ )19 V4 t91
972 Rpp USU T I PP'-)

qtAA IGaGPAN*R

C~jsisa
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GPANluO.
921 NANG *GPAN1*PPN

IF (NMIN-1) 943,9439923
943 CTOmCT1
923 CONTINUE

F (IMAX) 938,938,941
941 IF (NANG%'ANG) 936,939#939
936 IF IPTNUOIDAT1-TP) 93g90370931
938 NA.',G*O

GO TO 940
939 ASMA~(uA5MAX+GSLUP*t ýAX/TPASi4AX')

IPauPPO+ASMAX*TP/
NSLOP*O
GO TO 942

937 ASM'AXaSMIN/TP
PP aPP AN
NSLOP aASMAX*C3LOP
IF IGPANI) 944s944#942

944 GPNnPN1DH+QTDtCDH+PiLKI
942 CONTINUE

C

IF (PP) 1265,12(*6,s1266
1265 PPuO.

GO TO 1927ý
1.266 CONTPIUE

IF (10I~N*1) 1927,1927,1920
1927 IWIDEUI

N5LOPvNSL$0P+NSL0P
1928 COaT I NUE

p.PP~mPP/PAKX

C PROPORI~TONAL CONT9UL GAINS
IF (NMIN-IGPAIN) 1921619210192J~

1922:.ls5R1 PPN
f4AN\I sGPAN2-*kPP

C GO TO 1923
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1921 iWANG uGPAi\w1*PPtg
1923 CON~TINUE

C

NF2,2NF

IF IIPPN-PPF)*IPHASI 9309931*931
*930 NF2*O

931 IFINm'IN-1) 934,934,935
934. \F1aF2
935 IF (%Fl1*%F2) 9329932o933

C I)AYPING COMPLETE
* ~~932 ADuOE

,ýODECu3
GO TO 940

933 YOE*
*940 CONTINUE

N~ANGO uIANGC
GO To '.60

C A FA.VILY
530 IFA~wl'

460 1ZF f ISril ) 463s463#466
466 IF (I.PHAS) 4689468o46?

C TORWE OLT i.F A F AMiI LY
468 IF (SO$INmEPSANI '.63'462t4.62

C PRE~VENT I"4ASE LOSS IN~ A BNSH)
467 IF (SY1%eFPSA-%, 465#463.463
465 %'rA*%?cmPA% o 5

I SUA~s I
C 18010" PHASE~ SHIFY Y. Uz%0AM4 A.

462 CT&-wCT
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ISAIN.O
i(S~I INo 4

463 CONTINUE
C

470 CONTINUE
NmIN?uO

471 CONTINUE
C SET TAI AND TA2

ATPuATP+GTP*(TP-ATP)3
IF (ATP-TA2J) 474..474s475

475 ATPaTA2O
474 IF (ATP-TAIU.) 4729473*473
472 ATPaTA1O
473 TAlaA!P*o75

TA2uATP*1*25

IF tlPPFT 561*562.562
561 JGAZNu3,S

LAG4*45
GO TO 563

62JGA IN a 2,

563 CON? I UE
C UET FLAGS

KDFL0-'Mli N

I F I KD*WN 6019 601 i.60Z

602 KfloAXsKDMAK-Kt)EL
IF (KSv~AXI 6ý3#603.oG4

603 tS!OA)(v1
604 K S A X aK S~iA XKmD EL

If IKSPIM 605#605s,606

64)6 KS*A1NwKSMIN-uw~tL.

2C US! 0 DA TA
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IC T~wCTO
ATORKaNANG
ATORK*ATURK/NTQ'YX
PS'vIAX *A S- AX*1000.
IF fNPR N'T) 915v9150916

915 COXTINUE
IF (IFAm-S) 911*9129911

911 WRITE 13C)IAAFAM!AWA,,AI.iN1T',
X TP*PEAKN9PEAKX9P'P. DMIAAKSMAX,5-ilk

30 TO 913
912 ARITE (1,3002)1A9FA*%A I HSIDAI51A M G ý

X TP9PEAKNREA'(XvPP9SV-AX s ,*-A X 5I%1 GOA,,%I AT'O'&

GO TO 913
916 IPTuIPT41

IF 1IPT-iSO.) 9199919*920
9?0 NPTaPT.

IPT'),
919 C3%T INUE

N, NT(1,IPT)*IDATA
ID NT(2,IPT~nIFA-
I N NT~ r3* 1 PT I
ID NT(44,PT)RIPHAS
I f) NT(SvJf)Tl*ItQAX
ID aT 6#I6.PT ) aI SNAX

* . D N-TtAolf-T)uISG.%
bDN'T49sIPT)sICTO
FID.T~1,?PT)wTP
FIflNT(S,#lPT)*0EAKX
F!'#.T (4,ZPT)*PP
F IONT (6sIPI )OSYMAX

917 FIDT(2oIPTlmPECAI(I FID\T(SoIPfluO%*AX
GO TO 913

FIDNT(~oPTIOPSMAX
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913 CONTINUE
C
C CONTROL
C

900 CONT.I NUE
IF (JMODE-2) 881#8909881

841I CON T INUE
.NTO~uNTQMx
CP=CT
SPuST
GO TO (FlO1.8CZoaO3,aO4,8O~,806).IFAM4

C C NBHr)
*qO1 IF (Al)--CMAX) F806,81lo8ll

C C FAMILY
R0O2 TORQ~lIxmS GN

GO 1O 8~90
C TRAN5ITION

R0 IF (SGk;*STX) 806*8O6o,113
913 TRANu.625m..12S*Al3S(CP)

-TOROQ (1) a t CP-SG,1) #TRA%
TOROC 2 uSP*TRA.%
'A T0,890

C A FAMILY
404 TORQtI.)uCP

TORO IuSw
GO TO A9,0

C 1% NAHO
.DNT m.*.A~i-(4aTQT~ /

IF PIDANG) 816,817#Pld
816 TOt()-

IDATImtDATA
00 tO R17

-I-810 IF (NANG1."Tcl 8417#8199R19
019 IF ( N M-N T UP X 82O.0179117'
820 .TtIDuNT00e1
9~17 NAN4~mNA-TOO

IF (NA,'4G) 821#421 ý,8Z. 1
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GO TmO I990 N~IN

C UNDETERW'I\%FD W

IF$274)87*2o2I ~ ~ C~T ". 5 F)U
90 IF CT(IF 1-)*TO2s13T98*042 7$ 5,

S970 IF89#9 65
99 IFW0944P5#9

GO TO P96

j -996 1 F S~(-~ ~9 1 6 9 2 $3
I"'0 TO 99ZI -893 TuN XYQ-l

-~892 CO %,T I aiE

C
C UVP DATA

30IF iNPT-IPT) 34103420~42
31N~PT I PT
32CON T ftIr

03 350 I*w1.NPTIIF 3JOE2 4#4#4
344 %ITE tItU0) PIO139o
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GO TO 350
352 TE133)I r(,)19,F~:TKI,417
3 003 FO'V.;ATc 16.812. .u2,F~e3,Pb.5,E9.ý4F8.5,2E9.s2)
350 CX:-T I N E

3005 F ý IV. A AT 1: 3 T V:.' 16)

F~FATUNF2S SLJPPO:4TF0

"D0 INTEGERS

!4E.FQUIJRFV,-".,TS F0'4 C~NTm
CUY\ 62 VAMIABLES 3712 P RQ G RA',1 331.2

RELATIVE ENTRY POINT AUDtb IS CCLt (MLA)

EN OF COV'OILATICN
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